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May 6, 1992

Walter Anderson, Director
Maine Geological Survey
State House Station #22
Augusta, Maine 04333
Subject:

M~eting Regarding Boliden Resources, Inc. 's Mining Project

uJo~ttwv

Dear ~ r s o n :
This letter is to follow up on our earlier conversation regarding a
meeting to discuss Boliden Resources, Inc. 's proposed metallic mineral
mining operation in northern Maine. I am pleased you are interested in
participating in such a meeting. After conferring with selected
individuals from federal and state agencies who expressed interest, it
appears the most practicable date for • the meeting is June 1.
So I have made arrangements for the meeting to be held in Portland,
Maine, Monday June 1, 1992, beginning at 10:00 a.m. I anticipate the
meeting will last until midafternoon. The meeting will be at the Sonesta
Hotel, 157 High Street in Portland.
(Tel: (207) 775-5411 or 1-800-7776246.
By way of background, the Maine Land Use Regulation Commission is the
state agency principally responsible for land use activities occurring in
the unorganized townships and plantations in Maine. Because the proposed
Boliden metal mine would be located in T12 RB WELS, Aroostook County, an
unorganized tovmship, it vvould require both a zone change for development
and a land use permit from the Commission. In addition, the Maine
Department of Environmental Protection has responsibility for
environmental ermitting and a permit or permits (dependin u on the
actual proposal) would be require
rom tat agency as well.
~

The Commission and Department of Environmental Protection have jointly
developed comprehensive rules regulating metallic mineral exploration and
mining operations. A component of the rules is a provision for the
applicant to prepare an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) as part of its
application to the agencies. While this Report is structured and
prepared somewhat differently from a federal Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS), it is intended to complement an EIS to the extent
practical - for consistency, as well as efficiency in application
preparation.

David E. Boulter, Director, Land Use Regulation Commission
State House Station 22, Augusta, Maine 04333 - Offices Located at AM!Il, Harlow Building

Pdge 2
May 6, 1992
The prospective applicant Boliden Resources, Inc. has had a series of
meetings in the past with the state agencies but now we anticipate
Boliden will soon formally begin the pre-application process, thereby
initiating an EIR. I have sought this meeting for several reasons:
Principally, they are to:
1.

allow key federal and state agencies an opportunity to understand
the scope and major components of the mining operation soon to be
proposed by Boliden, in particular to assess how it may invoke
state and federal permits or other regulatory requirements;

2.

provide insight early on in the process as to whether a federal
EIS will be required or if that cannot be readily determined, what
criteria are generally considered in evaluating whether an EIS is
appropriate for the project; and

3.

identify and discuss opportunities to coordinate a state EIR and
federal EIS or other permitting aspects.

Because this meeting will be the first opportunity some will have had
to learn of the proposal, and the first time these issues will have been
presented to the agencies, I envision this meeting as being largely
informational, a fact gathering opportunity, and do not anticipate
uneqivocal positions. However, it should afford a good opportunity for
meaningful discussions of these issues; as a basis for future discussions
and determinations.
Because no application or comprehensive pre-application materials have
been filed, we are not fully aware of the extent or detailed aspects of
the proposed mine. To give the group a general understanding of what
will be proposed, representatives of Boliden Resources, Inc. have been
asked to give a short presentation on the proposal, the focus being on
the site and anticipated environmental and natural resources aspects.
This will be followed by a discussion of related issues.
I have attached a list of invitees to the meeting. They span a number
of key agencies that appear to have regulatory oversight or review
capacity over a mining proposal. I'm certain the meeting will be an
informative one and I look forward to seeing you on June 1st.
If you have any questions or suggestions regarding the meeting, please
do not hesitate to call either Steven Levesque of the Commission's staff
or me at (207) 287-2631.
Sincerely,

~~~

David E. Boulter, Director
Maine Land Use Regulation Commission
DEB/je
xc:

File

Attachment

Mr. Jay Clements, Project Manager/
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Maine Project Office
RR #5 Box 1855
Augusta, Maine 04330
Mr. Steven John,
Environmental Specialist- RER
Office of NEPA Review
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region 1
J.F. Kennedy Federal Building
Boston, Massachusetts 02203
Wendy Rosier,/
Fish & Wildlife Biologist
U.S Fish & Wildlife Service
1033 South Main Street
Old Town, Maine 04468
Kyla Bennett, ~
Environmental Protection Specialist
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region 1, WWP
J.F. Kennedy Federal Building
Boston, Massachusetts 02203
Jo~n Vizziello, /
NEPA Compliance Coordinator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region 1, WQE
J.F. Kennedy Federal Building
Boston, Massachusetts 02203
'() oi V\ ~ (;-64- [f!.ww,c-rt,.,,'S)
Mark Stebbins, Mining CoordinatorU
ME Dept. of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Land Quality Control
State House Station #17
Augusta, Maine 04333
Steve Levesque, Chief Planner/
Planning and Zoning Division
Maine Land Use Regulation Commission
State House Station #22
Augusta, Maine 04333
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Catherine C. Varney, Supervisor/
Development Review Division
Maine Land Use Regulation Commission
State House Station #22
Augusta, Maine 04333
Dana F. Connors, Commissioner/
Maine Department of Transportatipn
State House Station #16
C:.,Ol/vi,R,
Augusta, Maine 04333
Earl L. Adams,
v
Director of Special Projects
Maine Department of Transportation
State House Station #16
Augusta, Maine 04333
Abby Harkins, Law Clerk ~
Assistant to the Governor
Office of the Governor
State House Station #1
Augusta, Maine 04333
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Frederick B. Hurley, Jr., Director
Bureau of Resource Management
ME Dept. of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife
State House Station #41
Augusta, Maine 04333
Walter Anderson, Director
Maine Geological Survey
State House Station #22
Augusta, Maine 04333
John Cesar, President ✓
Boliden Resources, Inc.
94 Hutchins Drive
Portland, Maine 04102
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boliden resources inc.
94 Hutchins Drive, Portland, ME 04102
(207) 772-3994
(207) 772-4151 Telefax

March 6, 1992

Mr. Walter A. Anderson, Director
Maine Geological Survey
State House Station 22
Augusta, ME 04333
Dear Walter:
In accordance with MRSA Title 12, Chapter 201-A, Subchapter IV,
Section 550, Boliden Resources Inc. would like to register our
intent to perform exploration activities in excess of $25,000
within the State of Maine this year. The following information
is provided as required:
Personal Contact:

Michael V. Scully
Project Geologist

Subsidiary:

Boliden Resources Inc.
94 Hutchins Drive
Portland, ME 04102

Parent Corporation:

Boliden Inc.
Three Landmark Square
Stamford, CT 06901

Work Location:

Aroostook County

If you ever have any questions concerning Boliden's exploration
activities within the . State, please feel free to contact me in
Portland at 772-3994.
Very truly yours,

~74

Michael V; / ,..Scully
Project Geologist
MVS/clk

'Oostook Business Baroineter
September 1990 - Office of Institutional and Small Business Research - University of Maine at Presque Isle

Aroostook County '89 Labor Market Report
Most of the narrative of the following
article was developed by Alan J. Cox,
Manager for Labor Market Information,
Northern District - Maine Department of
L.aborlBureau of Employment Security/
Division of Economic Analysis and Research

Record Low
Unemployment
In 1989 the annual average number of unemployed
was 2,470 in Aroostook
County. This is the county's
lowest annual unemployment estimate for the 15year period since 1975. The
resulting record low unemployment rate for 1989 was
6.5 percent.
Aroostook County traditionally experiences high
levels of unemployment. If
an unemployment rate were
developed for the 15-year
period, 1975to 1989,itwould
average 10.2%. The number
of unemployed in the county
ranged as high as 5,400 in
1983 and averaged 3,800
over the period.
Longterm Job growth in
Aroostook County and
workers finding job oppor. tunities outside the local labor market have contributed
to the lower unemployment
rate.
Employment Trends
The estimated number of
employed persons grew from
34,530 in 1988 to 35,670 in
1989, a 3.3% percent increase. The employment
gain in 1989 was preceded
by a year of employment decline. Contrary to the employment growth patterns

for the State, which show LABOR FORCE ESTIMATES
By Minor Civil Divisions in Aroostook County
steady employment or Average
for 12 Month Period Ending December 1989
growth each year, the emUnempl
Labor
ployment estimates for Minor Clvll Divisions
Force
UnemQI
Rate
EmQI
9.78%
808
729
79
Aroostook County show de- Ashland
9.07%
3,868
Caribou
4,254
386
clines almost as often as
6.36%
1,753
119
Fort
Fairfield
1,872
gains. Since 1975 this see2,343
5.98%
2.492
149
Fort Kent
saw pattern for the number Houlton
6.22%
3,149
3,358
209
employed in Aroostook Limestone
9.97%
151
1,515
1,364
County has been evident.
4.92%
2,195
2,087
108
Madawaska
4.86%
The labor market in M~leton
864
822
42
5.85%
805
50
855
Aroostook county is sensi- Mars Hill
4.88%
5,073
260
5,333
tive to change because of its Presgue Isle
1,126
11.62%
1,274
148
Van
Buren
economic base in agriculture
6.51%
998
933
65
Washburn
and forest products and
Source: Maine Department of Labor/Bureau of Employment Security/Division of Ecovariables affecting the supnomic Analysis and Research - Civilian Labor Force Estimates 1988-1989
ply and demand for these
products. Such variables include crop and weather
conditions, production in
other parts of the country,
the effects of foreign competition, the demand for lumber and current interest
rates. Local employment
levels are also influenced by
the cost and supply oflabor
and especially by the competition for labor from outside the county.
Although Aroostook
County has a seesaw employment pattern, the trend
is upward and the 1989 estimate of 35,670 is the highest recorded between 1975
and 1989. The upward trend
implies greater labor force
participation by area residents.

Goods Producing
Sector
Goods producing sector
employment declined by
3.3% in Aroostook County,
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TAXABLE RETAIL SALES BY CATAGORY
May-Jun
Jun '90
%Chg
Personal Consumption
36,276,200
7.8%
Building Su~lies
6,051,600
29.5%
Food Stores
5 176 400
10.4%
General Merchandise
6,454,500
16.0%
Other Retail
3 964000
19.6%
Auto & Transportation
9,895,000
-10.9%
Restaurant & Lodging
4,734,700
10.3%
Business Taxable
Retail Consumption
7,690,900
-3.8%
Total Northern Maine
43,967,100
5.6%
Total Maine
826,928,400
10.0%
Source: Maine Bureau of Taxation

CJI

N

%Chg

5.0%
0.2%
19.0%
-12.2%
25.8%
-4.0%
40.6%
-3.2%
3.4%
-5.2%

Houlton Area
Patten - Island Falls
Presgue Isle - Caribou
Madawaska - Van Buren
Fort Kent - Allagash
Total Northern Maine
Source: Maine Bureau ofTaxation

Jun'90

8177700
1 529,000
24,178,700
6,577,700
3,504,000
43 967,100

12 month

1.9%
3.7%
6.4%
19.5%
-10.1%
5.6%

4.7%
2.6%
5.5%
9.8%
-18.5%
3.4%

UNEMPLOYMENT
in Nor thern Maine Labor Market Areas (LMAJ
Unem/il
nempl
Ma~ ' O
Jun '90
Houlton Area
4.5%
5.5%
Patten-Island Falls
8.2%
6.2%
Presgue Isle-Caribou
5.2%
5.3%
Madawaska-Van Buren
6.4%
6.9%
Fort Kent-Allagash
8.4%
8.0%
Aroostook
5.8%
5.9%
Statewide
3.9%
4.0%
U.S.
5.1%
5.3%
Source: Maine Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security
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Jun'89

Jun'89

6.1%
9.5%
7.9%
7.2%
7.8%
7.6%
4.0%
5.5%

F

MA

MJ

Jun'90

%Chg

Houlton Area
6 740
6 810
Patten-Island Falls
2,630
2,500
Presgue Isle-Caribou
21,220
20,620
Madawaska-Van Buren
3,890
3,990
Fort Kent-Allagash
5,240
5,240
38,920
Aroostook County
38,410
Source: Maine Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security

1.0%
-4.9%
-2.8%
2.6%
0.0%
-1.3%

by Job Service

Jun'90

Reported by Aroostook County Offices 227
Source: Maine Job Service, Presque Isle & Houlton Offices

Jul '90
157

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE STATISTICS
Aroostook County
Jul '90
Jun'90
Avg weekly no. of new claims
158.8
246.3
1,087
Number of continuing claims*
1,066
Total benefits paid
$564,720
$484,879
•As of 06/30/90 and 07/28/90

HUMAN SERVICES STATISTICS
Aroostook County Payments
Unempl

NDJ

I NUMBER OF JOB PLACEMENT TRANSACTIONS

I

May-Jun
%Chg

J

SIZE OF LABOR FORCE
by Labor Market Area (LMA)

12 month

TAXABLE RETAIL SALES BY AREAS
Labor Market Areas (LMA)

D

Aug '90

205

%Chg

55.1%
2.0%
-14.1%

Jul'90
Aug'90
Aid to Families with Dependent Children*
Payments
$632,600
$637,736
Number of Cases
1,593
1574
Total number of recipients
4,567
4,502
Number of children
2,781
2,821
Food Stamps*
Payments
$448,300
$451,302
Number of Cases
4,284
4,302
Total number of recjpients
9,242
9,206
*Projected Payments Source: Maine Department of Human Services

Background Paper for
The Mining Symposium at
The University of Maine at Presque Isle
Prepared for the University of Maine at Presque Isle
With the assistance of Peter Forbes
We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Boliden Resources, Inc. in the assembly of this article

Introduction
Many people are not aware of the historical
impact mining has had on Maine's development. Yet
Maine has a history of mineral exploration and metals
mining that goes back over 150 years. Many people
have seen the granite quarries in Maine. Gravel pits
are a common sight in the state. Some of Maine's
citizens are even familiar with their limestone, slate,
and gem quarries, as well as the peat bog operations.
Most people are not aware that these are considered
mining operations. The fact that none of these
products are metals has led to the common belief that
Maine has very few metallic mineral resources. Yet
northern New England is part of a general mineralized
zone that includes New Brunswick, a major producer
of metals. Maine's mineral resources include deposits
of copper, lead, zinc, gold, silver, molybdenum,
cobalt, and nickel.
Mineral deposits are formed by diverse
natural processes that tend to concentrate elements
into an extractable form. A mineral deposit becomes
ore only when it has been shown to be economically
viable. Many complex factors must be weighed to
determine the viability of any particular mining
project.
Maine's mineral deposits lie scattered through
certain layers or zones in the bedrock which have
since been folded and faulted by large-scale tectonic
processes. Subsequent glaciation has eroded and then
covered the deformed bedrock with layers of clay,
sand, and gravel. Such complexities make exploration
for mineral deposits difficult. The various geochemical and geophysical techniques used in the search for
hidden metallic deposits are expensive and still
somewhat unreliable in such a complex geologic
setting.
Recent economic conditions, technological
advances and world events, however, are again

working together to influence mineral exploration and
mining interest in the state. This paper was prepared
to provide a background history of metal mining in
Maine, to inform participants in the Mining Symposium about the events that influence mining activity,
and to briefly describe the proposed Bald Mountain
Project.
History of Mining in Maine
Maine's first mineral resource survey was
carried out by Charles T. Jackson from 1836 to 1839.
The field work was limited by a lack of funds and
available transportation to the coastal areas, major
rivers, and overland routes. Jackson's report emphasized the quantities of peat, lime, granite and slate
that could be found. The metals mines that developed
from the survey were the Newfield Iron Works, the
lead mines near Lubec and, in 1848, the Katahdin
Iron Works.
The next development in Maine's mining
history was the metal mining boom of 1878 - 1882.
Men returning to Maine from the gold and silver
rushes noted the similarity between the rocks in
Maine and those from which they had successfully
extracted metals in the Western states. A great deal
of excitement and enthusiasm led to the opening of
copper mines in the Blue Hill area, continued operation of the lead mines near Lubec and the establishment of silver mines near Sullivan and Acton.
Katahdin Iron Works continued until 1890,
when competition from the Lake Superior iron producers forced them to cease operations. Although
several metal mines reopened after a short time, no
major mining activity took place in Maine after the
1880's and the collapse of the copper market in 1886.
World War I temporarily revived the national demand
for copper and mines in Blue Hill and Cape Rosier
reopened during this period. The closing of the

copper mines in Blue Hill in 1918 marked the last
production of base metals in Maine until the 1960's.
Exploration in Maine revived, however, when
World War II began and the nation's requirement for
strategic metals increased dramatically. The State
Geological Survey became concerned with meeting
the demand and began searching for new deposits,
reexamining old deposits and developing technology
to utilize previously uneconomical deposits. A list of
strategic minerals essential to national defense and
coming primarily from overseas was compiled. Only
manganese and mica were found to exist in sufficient
quantity and quality in Maine to warrant further
exploration. Over 2.1 million tons of manganese ore
were found in the Aroostook County deposit first
indicated by Charles T. Jackson in the 1830's. The
average content of the ore is relatively low and
economical extraction was not possible in the 1940's,
nor is it economical today.
After the 1940's, the Maine Geological
Survey, other government agencies, and private
companies continued to explore Maine's mineral
potential. Because of the assumption that Maine was
unlikely to have significant deposits of metals, exploration efforts for metals were sporadic. It wasn't until
the discovery of several large base-metal sulfide
deposits in Bathurst, N.B. in 1956 that the interest of
mineral exploration companies was rekindled and full
scale field investigations were begun in Maine.
By the mid-1960's, the copper market had
improved enough to renew interest in mining. In
1966 Callahan Mining Corporation reopened a copper-zinc mine in Brooksville exactly 50 years after
the last metals mine in Maine had been closed.
Mining at the Callahan site was by open pit or quarry
methods. The copper and zinc ores were processed
on site to produce concentrates which were then
shipped to out of state smelters. In 1972 Callahan
Mining closed its copper-zinc mining and milling
operation at Brooksville due to a depletion of reserves. In accordance with Callahan's reclamation
plan, the open pit was flooded by tidewater and used
for aquaculture of oysters and salmon.
Later in 1972 Kerr American commenced
production of copper and zinc at the Black Hawk
mine in Blue Hill. The mining was underground and
the deposit had an estimated reserve of 4.5 million
tons. The ore was milled on site and the concentrated
copper and zinc were shipped out of state for smelting. Mining continued until 1977 when the equipment was removed from the mine, the mine openings
were sealed, and the property was reclaimed according to plans approved by the Maine Mining Commission.

In 1977 Superior Oil Company and Louisiana
Land and Exploration Company announced the
discovery of a 36 million ton copper-zinc deposit
near Bald Mountain in T12-R8, 12 miles west of
Portage Lake in Aroostook County. The discovery
was made by geologist J.S. Cummings of Bangor.
Boliden Resources presently holds the mineral rights
to the deposit.
Following the Bald Mountain discovery,
there was a renewed flurry of mineral exploration in
Maine. The Warren nickel deposit in Waldo County,
Alder Pond deposit in Somerset County, and Mount
Chase deposit in Penobscot County are other prospects currently being evaluated by various companies.

Maine Mining Regulatory History

Before 1969 there were no specific laws or
regulations pertaining to mining in the State of Maine.
Mines were to be held to the same environmental
standards as other industries.
In 1969 the Mine Reclamation Law was
passed. This legislation required that mining companies submit a comprehensive site rehabilitation plan
prior to the start of mining. Companies were also
required to post a bond with the State to insure
satisfactory compliance. Callahan Mining and other
companies played an important role in adopting this
pioneering legislation. In response to the discovery of
the Bald Mountain deposit, Maine adopted its Mining
Excise Tax in 1982. This tax was intended to assure
that mining companies paid their fair share of taxes.
The law calls for a tax on either facilities and equipment or on the gross proceeds from the mine, whichever is greater. It is important to note that these taxes
are based on plant and equipment value and gross
income and not profitability.
The preamble to the State Excise Tax Law
states:

"It is the Legislature's belief that mining for
metallic minerals is an acceptable and necessary
activity in the State .... [The} intent [is} that the
mining excise tax be fairly related to the services
provided by the State and its subdivision, as well as
account for the costs of mining and the permanent
loss of valuable assets. "
The purpose of the law states:
"It is the policy of the State to encourage the
sound and orderly development of Maine's mineral
resources. "

The Mining Excise Tax Law states that 50%
of the tax revenues will be used to reimburse municipalities affected by the mine. The balance of the tax
revenues will be placed into the Mining Impact
Assistance Fund, the Mining Excise Tax Trust Fund,
and the State General Fund.
The Mining Impact Assistance Fund is
limited to a maximum of $1 million per year. It will
be administered by the Commissioner of Finance and
will be distributed in the form of grants to communities and counties which provide municipal services
related to mining.
Excise tax payments are in addition to Maine
Corporate Income Tax, modified Maine Property
Taxes, local taxes and Federal Corporate Income
Taxes.
In the spring of 1990 legislation was passed
to establish fees for mining in Maine and to create a
joint task force under the jurisdiction of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) and the
Land Use Regulation Commission (LURC) to review
present environmental regulations and statutes and to
propose amendments to or new rules and statutes as
may be necessary to address the unique characteristics of mining. This legislation specifies that metal
mining regulations will be in place by February 1,
1991.
Factors Influencing Mining Activity in the United
States

Copper, like certain farm and wood commodities, is a global commodity whose price is
determined on the world market by supply, consumption, visible refined inventories and production costs.
No one country or company can determine the price
for the product. Development as such tends to occur
during periods of high demand and thus periods of
economic feasibility.
The present market for copper is strong.
World consumption of copper has increased at an
annual rate of 3.5% since 1983. The price has been
increasing since 1986 (see Figure 1: U.S. copper
prices 1960-1988) when high world copper inventories were worked down . Despite significant increases in U.S. production, increased global con sumption and production shortfalls in other countries
reduced inventories to very low levels by the end of
1989. lt is no coincidence that there is increased
interest in Maine's mineral resources at this time.
The situation could be reversed, however, if
demand for copper should soften or if world production should increase dramatically. Although shortterm copper prices could fall if production difficulties

in Chile, Zaire, Peru, Zambia and Papua New Guinea
are overcome and the supply of copper increases, the
long-term prognosis for copper is good.
The most important end-use category for
copper is construction, accounting for 43% of copper
consumption in 1989. Declines in housing construction may depress this segment of the copper market
which has already been affected by the substitution of
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plastic tubing for copper water tubes. However,
demand is up for the thin walled tubing used in air
conditioning and refrigeration systems. Copper is still
the most commonly used metal for electrical conductors, despite the increased use of aluminum for
overhead power transmission lines and the development of fiber optic technologies. In fact, 22% of
present refined copper production is for electrical
wiring and other electrical products. This segment of
the domestic copper market is expected to continue
growing, along with international markets.
Technological advances and economic development, beginning with the first electric generator,
and followed by the telegraph, telephone and the
automobile, have led to a steady growth in copper
consumption that is only interrupted by periods of
extreme recession. Recent advances in production
technology have increased industry productivity and
reduced costs.
In addition to the market-driven factors,
there are a number of socio-political events which
affect copper prices, not all of which will be discussed here. The major influences are: periods of
war, labor strikes, economic development, and nationalization.
Copper is a strategic material, the consumption of which increases several fold during periods of
war or increased international tension. As a result,

supplies become tight and prices tend to increase. A
government may take action to control prices during
war or national emergency by fixing prices or buying
and selling from the national stockpile.
There are five countries which account for
57% of the world's copper production. Mines in
Chile and the U.S.A. produce approximately 17%
each. Canada, the U.S.S.R. and Zaire round out the
top five in that order. Among the ten countries
ranked by copper mine production, only the mines in
the United States and Canada are privately owned.
Since these other countries do not have market driven
economies, production is often not related to demand.
This could lead to a surplus in world inventories and
depressed prices in times of soft demand. The result
is felt more strongly by the mines in the United States
and Canada than by those mines that have been
nationalized. A proportionately larger drop in production at the private mines is usually required when
consumption decreases even slightly since the nationalized mines tend to maintain high production levels
despite soft demand and lower prices.
Beginning in the mid-1960's the copper
mines in Zambia, Peru, Chile, and Zaire were nationalized. The world's private mining industry,
principally the U.S. and Canada, lost a significant
share of its influence on copper prices. In some cases
owner governments increased production during times
of reduced consumption, flooding markets as prices
dropped in order to keep up cash flows. In many
cases, copper sales were the government's primary
source of hard currency. Nationalization can further
damage companies during periods of profitability by
withdrawing revenues for use in other sectors of the
economy. This type of decapitalization has caused
production to be severely restricted in Zambia due to
the lack of capital necessary to replace outdated
equipment and the lack of trained personnel. For
these reasons, private mining companies in the U.S.
and Canada are better able to produce copper efficiently and to alter production according to market
conditions.

Developer: Boliden Resources Inc., a subsidiary of
Boliden Inc., a wholly-owned U.S.subsidiary of
Trelleborg AB, a Swedish corporation.
Boliden has a history of over 60 years in
mining and currently operates 16 mines, 6 mills and
1 smelter in Sweden. In addition, Boliden has
operating mines in several other foreign countries.
Boliden presently has existing manufacturing facilities
in the U.S., such as Boliden-Allis, formerly AllisChalmers.

The Bald Mountain Project

Peak Production: 5,700 tons/day of ore mined and
concentrated in the mill in a 7-day week.

According to preliminary plans, basic information concerning the Bald Mountain Project can be
summarized as follows:
Landowners: Georgia Pacific and a trust administered
by Prentiss and Carlisle, Bangor.

Location: West slope of No Name Ridge in Township T12-R8 WELS in Aroostook County. The
project name comes from the adjacent Bald Mountain.
Description:
Approximately 27 million tons of
mineral reserves from separate copper, zinc, and
gold/silver ore zones. The deposit is a cone-shaped
"massive sulfide" deposit 1,100 feet long, 900 feet
wide, and 800 feet deep at its maximum. The copper
and zinc occur in the sulfide portion of the deposit.
The gold and silver occur in gossan rock (the upper
zone of the deposit from which sulfide minerals have
been naturally leached out).
Mineral Content:
Gossan: 1 million tons@ approximately 0.10 o7)ton
Gold plus 2.60 o7)tons Silver.
Massive Sulfide: 19 million tons @ approximately
1.7% Copper, 7 million tons @ approximately 2.7% Zinc.
Overburden: 40 to 60 feet of glacial till.
Open Pit Mine: At its maximum, a 60-acre pit with
sloping sides, roughly 2,200 feet by 2,600 feet at the
surface and 800 feet deep.
Tailings lmpoundment: About 200 acres of surface
area.
Temporary Waste Rock and Topsoil Storage: About
80 acres of surface area.
Mill, Shops and Other Facilities: About 25 acres of
surface area.

Process Water: Depending on the scale of production, total process water requirement will range from
1700 to 4800 gpm. Approximately 70% will be
recycled from the tailings impoundment and a combination of wells and precipitation will provide the
remaining 30%. If excess water accumulates in the
tailings impoundment, it may be disposed by land

application onto forest lands, evaporation or by some
other approved means.
Access Road: Upgrade the existing Fish River Road
for year-round use. No new access road required.
Housing: Available housing sufficient for construction and operations workforce. No new town site required.
Project Duration: 3 years for permitting and regulatory approval; 1 year to construct the initial mill,
mine, and ancillary facilities; 10 to 15 years of ore
processing; 4 years to reclaim the project area.
Employment:
250 during construction 110-120
during operation. Based on the best available information, most job skills needed to construct and
operate the mine are available locally. Approximately
10-20 mining and ore processing specialists and
management staff will be hired from outside the area.
Jmpa,ct on Local Economy: $4.5 million annually
through direct payroll and taxes.
Environmental Jmpa,ct: Boliden intends to plan,
develop and operate the project in an environmentally
responsible manner. Measures will be taken to minimize impacts on the environment and to mitigate
unavoidable impacts on resources such as wetlands.
The project will be constructed, operated and reclaimed within the conditions specified in the state
and federal permits. Extensive reviews of existing
data and reports compiled by previous owners of the
mineral rights plus completion of additional environmental and engineering studies by Boliden will be
necessary before final design plans can be prepared.
Completion of the metal mining regulations now
being written is also required before final permit
applications can be submitted to the state.
Boliden has initiated environmental studies to
collect supplementary baseline data. This information
will be collected over a 1-year period and will
provide the basis for assessing potential impacts of
construction and operation of the project. The results
of these studies will be presented as part of Boliden's
environmental and land use permit applications to
state and federal agencies.
Engineering design studies of the major
project facilities are also being conducted. These
studies will provide design information on open pit
mining, milling and waste disposal installations. In
the design of project facilities, Boliden will employ
standard well proven engineering techniques used
successfully by mining companies, including Boliden,
throughout the world.

Processing

Ore processing will be done on site. The ore
will be removed from the pit and then crushed and
ground into a fine powder to separate the metal
minerals from the surrounding rock. The ore is
upgraded to 20 to 25% copper and 50 to 55% zinc.
Grinding will be done in the wet stage within a large
cylinder which rotates like a cement drum. Steel
balls may be placed within the cylinder to facilitate
grinding. The ore is then transferred to flotation cells,
which act like a washing machine, and is mixed with
organic chemical reagents. Air bubbles are introduced to agitate the mixture. When an air bubble
encounters a mineral particle that has been treated
with the proper reagent, that particle adheres to the
bubble and will be transported with the froth to the
top of the flotation cell. The froth is skimmed off
and components are filtered to produce a concentrate
containing the soluble metals. A mineral particle that
has not adsorbed the proper reagent will not adhere to
an air bubble. These particles remain in the water
and will be carried out with the water and form the
tailings waste product. The tailings will be kept wet
in a lined impoundment during the operation phase to
prevent oxidation and wind erosion.
The concentrates will be trucked to a railroad
siding, transported by rail to a port, possibly Searsport, and shipped to an out-of-state smelter for
further processing.
The gold and silver in the Bald Mountain
deposit are not amenable to flotation but will be
recovered by leaching using sodium cyanide as the
leachant. By using this process, gold and silver will
be dissolved from the adjoining rock and then further
processed to produce a marketable gold/silver product.
The tailings from this leaching process will be stored
in a lined impoundment. Residual amounts of sodium
cyanide in the tailings will be neutralized through
proven methods before disposal.
Most of the water used to process the ore
will be recycled from the tailings impoundment area,
treated as necessary and returned to the mill for reuse. Water from snow and rainfall entering the
tailings impoundment and open pit along with
groundwater seepage into the pit will be pumped to
the mill for use in the process. Some fresh water
used in processing will be obtained from runoff and
wells in the project area.
Environmental Protection

Surface water runoff protection will include
erosion control systems such as diversions, stabilizers

and dissipators and retention. Revegetation of soils
will also be employed in disturbed areas to minimize
erosion by both water and wind and to control the
amount of sediment loss.
The water management system will be designed so that surface water runoff can be segregated. ·
Uncontaminated water will be diverted and conveyed
to retention basins and a controlled outlet. Surface
water contaminated through contact with the sulfide
waste rock will be stored in the tailings impoundment.
Monitoring will be implemented during
operations and will continue through the closure phase
of the project. The focus of the monitoring program
will be to provide information on the performance of
the environmental protection designs and system
operations for the project. The monitoring results will
provide information for use in mitigation and reclamation planning.
Maintaining existing water quality in the
watershed downstream from the project is required by
current state regulations. When exposed to air and
water, reactive sulfide minerals contained in rock
could produce acid rock drainage (ARD) that if not
controlled could affect water quality. This phenomenon, often referred to as acid mine drainage, is not
restricted to mining activities and can occur wherever
sulfide-bearing rock is exposed to air and water. The
oxidation reactions can be accelerated by biological
activity. The chemical and biological reactions yield
low pH water which has the potential to mobilize
heavy metals that may be contained in the waste rock
or elsewhere. Prediction and control of ARD are
essential for economically and environmentally safe
development of a mine in sulfide-bearing rock.
Boliden is present! y testing waste rock
samples to identify potentially acid generating materials. If sources of acid generation are identified,
further evaluation will be undertaken to provide
assurance that prevention or control measures are
incorporated into mine plans.
After the deposit is depleted, a reclamation
plan will be implemented. Reclamation of the pit
could be accomplished by partial backfilling with
waste rock or by sloping the pit walls and allowing it
to fill with water. Reclamation plans generally call
for sealing the tailings to prevent capillary action and
covering with a layer of glacial till which can support
vegetation. Successful reclamation efforts will be
required during the post-closure monitoring period to
ensure establishment of stable soil surfaces and
vegetative cover.

Employment

The Bald Mountain Project would be a
source of new employment, personal income and
increased business activity in the area of the project
during the construction and operation period. During
the closure and reclamation phase, there would be an
obvious decline in project-related employment and
secondary economic activity. However, because of
the modest employment requirements during the construction and operations phases and the anticipation
that up to 90% of the new jobs will be filled by
persons already living in the area, the project will not
create a boom-bust type economy. Boliden's direct
project employment during the construction phase
would be approximately 250 persons at the peak and
up to 120 would be required during operations. In
addition to direct project employment, some secondary employment is anticipated.
The majority of project jobs will be filled by
area residents. Construction of the mine, mill and
related surface facilities is anticipated to be performed
by one or more prime contractors and various related
subcontractors. Boliden will encourage prime contractors and all subcontractors to use local labor and
services to the maximum extent possible.
Boliden will follow a competitive bidding
policy in the procurement of all supplies, services and
equipment. Local area companies that could benefit
from construction activities include:
0
O
0
0
0
0
O
O
O
O

O

Electrical contractors
Plumbing contractors
HVAC (heating, ventilation, and
air-conditioning)
Concrete suppliers and finishers
Painters
Masons
Welding contractors
Structural steel fabricators
Haulage contractors
Suppliers of building/construction
materials
General and excavating contractors

The prospect of adding up to 250 jobs during
construction and more than 100 jobs over the sustained operations period would help to diversify the
employment base and provide job opportunities for
recent high school graduates and to those whose
employment potential has been curtailed. The project
will also offer training for new employees and the
opportunity to learn new skills. It would help to
curtail the out- migration of high school graduates to

other parts of the state where there are better employment prospects.

Wage and Retail Impacts
The project would constitute an important
new source of employment in the study area and at
full operation levels would account for about $2.5-3.0
million in direct annual wage and salary income. New
employment directly and indirectly associated with the
project would account for additional retail sales in the
project area.
Boliden's estimates of potential project
expenditures including labor costs within the State of
Maine during the initial construction period and
during each year of operation are about $50-60
million and $9-12 million, respectively.
The secondary effects accompanying increased spending in the project area would be concentrated in the sectors of retail trade, insurance,
finance, real estate, transportation, communications
and public utilities and other services. It is not expected that other labor sectors would be adversely
affected by differential wage rates because wage rates
at the project will be competitive with rates offered
by other major employment sectors, such as the forest
products industry.
In-migrants would purchase goods and
services from existing facilities and attend local
schools and universities in the same manner as locals.
It is not anticipated that any new businesses would be
needed to support the new employees working at the
mine.

Housing Impacts
The amount of available housing within a
commuting distance (60-mile radius) appears to be
substantial. It is expected that available housing will
meet the needs of the relatively minor influx of inmigrants (possibly 10 to 20) during operation. These
would consist of metallurgical and mining professional staff from outside the area. During the construction phase, some temporary housing units may be
needed for the construction and secondary workers in
the project area. It is expected that this need could be
met by a mix of existing housing vacancies, including
single family homes, apartments, mobile homes, motel
or lodge rooms, or seasonal conversions.
During the changeover to operations employees, there will be a decrease in housing demand.
Operations workers relocating to the project vicinity
from outside the area will likely select a different mix
of housing with emphasis on single family dwellings,

either from existing supply or from new construction.
Employment associated with the project will
provide homeowners an opportunity to sell the surplus
of homes that are currently on the market. It will
also provide prospective homeowners with a source of
income to purchase a home.

Transportation System Impacts
Increases in traffic volume are dependent
upon growth in population and employment. Because
of the minor increase in population growth in the
Ashland, Portage, Caribou, Presque Isle and Eagle
Lake municipal areas, traffic increases would be
spread over the road network in the project area.
Most of the traffic increases would be associated with
the direct employment at the mine/mill site by the
daily commuters and by the delivery of equipment
and supplies during project construction and operation. Consequently, the traffic increases would be
most noticeable in the immediate vicinity of the
access roads to the mine/mill site. Car pooling will
be encouraged to minimize the increase in traffic volume.

Impacts of Increased Public Costs to
Municipalities
Estimates of future public costs in the project
area have not been determined. However, because the
majority of the Bald Mountain Project positions will
be filled by local residents within a commuting
distance of the project, no major increased public
costs to municipalities are expected. Public costs
would be influenced by the standards of facility use
and service levels expected by the future population.
Because the projected population increase is minor,
the increased costs, if any, including school district
costs, would be minor. The costs would be higher
during the construction period, whereas the sustained
annual cost would be less during the operations
period.
The minor increase in public services and
facility costs over the project duration would be
greatest for the municipalities of Ashland, Eagle
Lake, Caribou, Portage and Presque Isle. This cost
would be more than offset by the money the municipalities would receive from the mining excise tax.
The minor increase in public service costs would be
related to the in-migrant population, estimated at 10
to 20 new employees and their families, projected to
settle in those municipalities and require services.
In general, in-migrants would be attracted to
the various communities according to their perceived
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Summary

Metal prices, the local, state and world
economy, and changing environmental regulations
affect the viability of any mining project. Boliden's
operating philosophy is that a mine must be environmentally justified, technically practical and economically feasible .
There are many uncertainties surrounding the
Bald Mountain Project. When the project will begin
and how long it will last depend on various state and
federal regulations as well as global economics.
Maine mining regulations are currently under
development. Since the exact nature of these regulations will, of course, have an effect on the design,
planning, and economic feasibility of the project,
these state regulations must be completed before plans
for Bald Mountain can be finalized .
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from 7,750 in 1988 to 7,500
in 1989. Statewide goods
producing employment declined at a slightly slower
r ate of 1.5%.
The estimated employment decline in the goods
producing sector occurred
within manufact uring. The
addition of a transportation
equipment manufacturer
was more than offset by declines in lumber and wood
products and electrical machinery. Employment in
construction grew slightly
over the year, from 1,150 to
1,200.

Aroostook County Labor Force Estimates
Average 12 Month Period ending 12/89
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Employment in service
producing industries grew
from 22,240 in 1988 to
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Feb '90
20

Mar '90
19
1

O
O

A.e_r '90
22
2
0
0
0
24

O

0
0
20

0
0
20

Source: U.S. Bankruptcy Court

AROOSTOOK COUNTY FARM FORECLOSURES
12/31/89
Number of farms currently in
some stage of foreclosure

3/31 /90

B

6/30/90

8

9

Source: Farmers Home Administration

POTATO SHIPMENTS
'88-'89 Season '89-'90 Season
year to date
year to date
U.S. potato shipments Maine by truck
(500 CWT) as of May 15, '90

24,1 52

22,588

Source: Maine Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources

Number of Major Appliances sold in Aroostook County
Jun'90
764

Jul '90
783

Jun-Jul
%Chg
2.5%

U.S. Price Indexes
PRODUCER PRICE INDEX
('82=100, unless otherwise indicated)
All commodtties
Finished Goods
Selected Indexes
Farm Products
Agricultural Chemicals
Agricultural Machinery
Logs, Timber (Dec '81=100)
Pul~er & Allied Products
Coal
Electric Power
Gasoline
Fuel Oil No. 2 (Feb '73= 100)

Jul'90
114.3
118.0

Jun-Jul
%Chg
0.1%
0.1%

120.0
105.8
120.0
145.6
141 .0
97.8
121 .0
70.0
51.0

0.3%
0.3%
0.0%
1.0%
0.1 %
-0.1%
1.7%
-3.1 %
-1 .4%

Jul '89
Jul '90
%Chg
-2.4%

•Appliances include ranges, dryers, water heaters, washers,dishwashers, conditioners,
compactors, refrigerators, microwaves,and televisions.
Source: Maine Public Service, Survey of Appliance Dealers.

12 month
%Chg
1.4%
3.5%
9.1%
-1.2%
2.5%
9.2%
2.1%
1.5%
0.2%
-1.1%
-2.9%

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
('82-'84=100)

MAJOR APPLIANCE SALES

Ma_y'90
Number of A.P.P,liances* 782

Hlton

Minor Civil Division

BANKRUPTCIES FILED IN AROOSTOOK
Chapter 7-full bankruptcy.individual
Chapter ?-full bankruptcy,business
Chapter 11-business reorganization
Chapter 12-farm reorganization
Chapter 13-wage earner reorganization
Total

Ft Knt

U.S., All items
Northeast Urban

Ma_y'90
129.2
134.7

May-Jun
Jun '90 %Chg
0.5%
129.9
0.1%
134.9

May-Jun
Jun'89
%chg
Jun'90
%Ch.9. Annualized
6.7%
4.7%
1.8%
5.0%

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
Note: Local area CPI indexes are byproducts of the national CPI program. Each local
index has a smaller sample size than the national index and is, therefore, subject to
substantially more sampling and other measurement error. As a result, local area indexes
show greater volatility than the national index, although their long-term trends are similar.
Therefore, the Bureau of Labor Statistics strongly urges users to consider adopting the
national average CPI for use in their escalator clauses.

nual average unemployment
in 1989 were CalaisEastport at 8.5%, PattenIsland Falls at 8.5% and
Belfast at 8.3%. These three
LMAs were the only ones
with annual average unemploymentabove 8%for 1989.
Aroostook County as a
whole was 3rd highest in
1989 with an annual average unemployment rate of
6.5%, lower than Waldo
County at 7.7% and Washington County at 8.5%.

Aroostook Labor Force as a
Percent of Maine's Labor Force
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Aroostook County compared
with 4.8% employment
growth in the State's service
producing industries. The
majority of Aroostook
County's
employment
growth was in retail trade
(+350), services (+300) and
transportation/communica-

o- 1990

••. 19881

age unemployment rate. At
4.87% average unemployment for 1989, Presque Isle
Comparative Statistics
Looking at a selection of had lower unemployment
Maine cities or towns with a than Lewiston at 5. 79%,
population of 10,000 people Lisbon at 5.39% and Sanford
or more we find that Presque at5.44%.
The three Labor Market
Isle is listed as 4th highest
in 1989 for an annual aver- Areas with the highest antion/public utilities (+200).
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University of Maine
at Presque Isle

Office of Institutional and
Small Business Research
181 Main Street
Presque Isle, ME 04769-2888
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boliden resources inc.
94 Hutchins Drive, Portland, ME 04102
(207) 772-3994
(207) 772-4151 Telefax

April 3, 1991

Mr. Walter A. Anderson, Director
Maine Geological Survey
State House Station 22
Augusta, ME 04333
Dear Walter:
In accordance with MRSA Title 12, Chapter 201-A, Subchapter IV,
Section 550, Boliden Resources Inc. would like to register our
intent to perform exploration activities in excess of $25,000
within the State of Maine this year. The following information
is provided as required:
Personal Contact:

Michael V. Scully
Project Geologist

Subsidiary:

Boliden Resources Inc.
94 Hutchins Drive
Portland, ME 04102

Parent Corporation:

Boliden Inc.
Three Landmark Square
Stamford, CT 06901

Work Location:

Aroostook County

If you ever have any questions concerning Boliden's exploration
activities within the State, please feel free to contact me in
Portland at 772-3994.
Very truly yours,

?ZL(;P-L/2
Michael V. Scully /
Project Geologist
MVS/clk
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April 6,

M ·

1990

,John Cesar

P 1. •::S ident

Boliden Resources Inc.
94 Hutchins Drive
Portland, ME 84102
Dear Mr. Cesar;

On January 9, 1990 the Public ~r~adcasting Service aired a (NOVA)
d0curn2ntary, ,;Poison in the Rockies."
)~ss2ntia11.y, it dealt with
ttte legac::t tl1dt u!1.istoric." lTLi:-:·in{;; ac...~t'l··li-t .~2;s (1av·e left us~
~'lihat it

didn't portray fully was how today's mod~[I! r0sponsible mining
efforts have to corr.ply n6'c only wit\': •~!::.Vtron.rner.tal regulatory
controls (federal, state, county), hut a12~ with the concerns of the
local population and agencies ~uch as ou~s whose concerns with

impacts on water quality from mining are very srecific,
'I'he Deriver ~~a.t ,::?r DepartrnE:·:r.d:

is c:()~~ ·; ;ta/1tly· rncr.~i to:rtr>.t;j t}~1t: \•-. taters

within it6 system and while as por}ray~d in the document6ry there
are SOIT!e (Jiffic;Jlties witl'1 r.>1.d t; i11i~-1g t~\~~, i.,,,itit~S; the Yii:=:,.,., ones (last
10-15 ;_.rears)

are ~:rell rn2-. r12.l;Jf~ll Brv5. C{t·r:: net·. a ::;,:n_~rce

()f

l_)robJ.erns to

our water system.
I unde:cstand that you a:ce p:coceed ili';J ,,qit.h +::/1e develcpmt~nt of<"',
mining activity and wish yo~ l uck .
If the~e are specifics that we
could provide you we would gl~dly r8spor!d, but quite frankly modern
mining activities aJ:E; not a concern •-riU·1in

Sincerely,

Ro:-ef/;~2:P . .

Environmental Coord1nacor

cc:

Brown
~- . 0 .

&

Associates

Bo X 6 9 H

Idaho Springs, CO

B0452

,•UY'

~.;ystem,

rs
Fye,_'

br:: 1\·atchin_;
channel 6 (i'✓ ()\'1-\) nn
Jt·:T1t!:.~r> ~), 1990_ you ,xuu1d hiiv~ \ct.n
an e:\cclknt docun1ent~;_ry tnti1kd
"Poison in th,:· }{l)c\s,i,.:,,",
The
docun11..~r11ary c\-,Vt:red~ 1n srrralI p~irL
r.;tpj.:"'(:D~(! In

·~~'.i•__,'·._,\\i(,11·~

the anra,·ti,,;n,;~.-,

t;f

,he R,:,c"k\

,M;;

t;JN,nt::..im rn lh•i minn~ f,f lht
during the gol\) ru::h (hi.)\ ~-F:d LO Lht~
miner~; nf the preserH.
lt dt:di; in L1rgc pa.rt~ \\cJrh tfn;
son1etin1e:t alarrn~nl: L_·s;acv !:h-t5.erniner~ kf, wi1h u:c. a~id u:,r ,,;&,er~ :n
their qtH,:<:,l for valuable mebh that ;,r<.'
in r c· 1at i v e ab u n d ;,1 n L: e '.\/ {th i n l t, 1 s
bc~utifu! rnounui:-1 ranf•.:.
Y'ie\~·cr~ Vi trt." shov..:n rhe hc.:1?nJ1)t1':•
~ire:; of defunci ~~_nd )i-..,·c rc:111c:,~
n;duced t() rninJ~)C~l!:- rn::por::iori:::, l"',y
the n 3 r by r:·1 o u n 1ii 1 no u b hi..~ ;_~ p ~- r.! f
ye 110 \\ i ~ h '. t ~ i ] i n gs n \. th C s i lt - Ji!.:_;.~
residlle of tb-: mining ,-iperntion).
1.;"

run~: n·1i·:·:ine if<·hniqut:~•i\c\_'~JrdiE/

i,·~ i}lf: iil_:<d:-n,:.:HJ!-}. 1·n~~

rilin;: 1:._;!Jir:Es

:_•,:f~_ .~-,7;;t~·•. \ rn~::•;, :t'i\

~t(i.r --·--~t>

un,H\1..~-:-1J,::J -=~:·:d :-1 .1'. •:· 1:: . <~~=
!L 1.l1 ~ .'i'=.<."i_:·(jc,_

H:tl) :J~!f ri'- ;_'·:

'

:_,i)~_.r

'

,::j:, :1·

copper, ,:Jdt;:~urr.1 ~,n.-.l.
fri;t . . fl~;,a~lnl ~n

.

.r~c

\.t:·t~d~!
.

1

,

:·r.r:· \~ -,~;.ct~

-1,: :~ :·.
\~t\.::j r;1

J. rc·

:_·.;-,~·•rt ~ Pr[~:

rii0 r:~t:.r.-"_dc:- ~:_'\:~:.·:;_·5 L-.:t i:n,--,i> . .--\n
a bu :1~i J n cl~ c-; f ~ ~ •:. ~ ,: !r: \' t ;..i, } :-. :.J n d
t;)_ern!_:11t~- :t, ''- i.~((~r:~ r1·,;~1:.n: fc~r

C{.Jnsu.rrip! ti:.-i:,:

-~:;;

s1ltJ[tti~)r:
J\f(t:T ··r L :· Pft
\t/\..H_iid b.__:,

t~~.:'

(('-i:c ..;.l''.;y

-'.;:

f-';i·

~-:-{<-\~·i1~ .. :"

rhr< Ui:: pr:.c:,c:n

I_;, :_:r \)\. h[:t~ hf.:
.:\_L· i:, . ~\r>~T! th·. . ~~~i.,(-

H) b,:c,J1n2 '-:r:(, :~L·.;1·,:;~~"_,.}

,)r ~r~t-:: h:iJ

ir.1 hurn~:n·r

\•_L•;:c-._

,··:;f!!~?~u.1'1.~~:-.-;·: :,:,r~,

,hf ;i~::;r;

\hat v,(: find ,ens:1tion,d is cmph::t$i7.ed
and ~he p,:rt th:!l \\OU!d decrease the
sens;2. 1 ionai effe1.·t j.., dnvv·n-pLJ.yed.
Th~: prod u c er of th"· do..: um c- n tar v
aiways \\ :rnb lO make an impact o~
, ii t \ i e v.- er. Thi:; ,., i 11 ensure his
'.,,..c:cess In ·'Potson in th.:: Rockies''.
the main ,uhjcCL 1!\ rhis case the mine
rniiint.; prubkm. i~ given a good de,tl
,,r CO\'er,ig~~ Thi.' .::ffon\ b,::ing n,ade
I'-..' ,.:om bat ,he prnblern or I fl(:
1'.r,c,v,, le<l g(: l h Ji ;i. n vOiH': else even
knows a hou t the p;1.ibkrn i, given
minirnJi cover,1ge. The unfzinun;1t{.'.
u,dcom,; of thi,, can be a pJ.nic·.Hicken pubii,.

PROBLEM? - POSSIBLY
POISON? - N01' LIKELY
Tile Department ha~ pariicip.w:d
,.:,•ith o(h.:r age:ncie:, in long-tem1 water
quality swdie~ u!' Dillon Reservoir
Gre:en l'vfour:tain Reoer, oir and rh:.:,r'.
u·ibut~ri(~.. C\)iltra~:rs have al:,o bei:.~n
tstabl.shed wi,h \'arinu~ ,vater otial:rv
monirnring corr:p,rnic, 10 pciforrn
long-t¢,m -.rud1e~ on the quality of 1h1,;
water,; i'.Hld trihuranes ot the Blue
River Ba~.in and \Villiams Fork
Reservoir. Allhough these -:.iudie:=. lend
liJ fo-cu~ on eutrophi,ation, unu~u.11 (.Jt
high ,;on..::(:rnrat1ons of mttals and
•

~

.M,

other mim:r.ils. ihai may be c:tused b-.

;1b.:1ndoned min-:) :1nd mine 1ailins·;
niay h-:: uncovered and rn.1 1.cc! in ih~<c.
studii.:).
The
E11•,ironmcn1;:d
l,npau
Staternez:r (ElS J ~tudy \hat h>. betn
ong\Jing for ~he p35.t ..:,l:-.e-;·;_;! )-<::.~r·., in
prepar~!tion f<"':r rhc no\\• :~t::~rnin~l\
faltering Tv.o )-',;.~..; r,r,, 1c(t l;:,·~
l"·.1rough1 sorne \ ail1{.•.bl;: ··:nsi~:.hrl
Kn,_l\vl,·.,... d!'.u2
~ L-: 1"1:i.r•,,p...-~
....
,...., !~t',a'
.....
...
... ,........,
~i.HT!(' V-;~!)
~
tht11 •.v;ll unde11iabl)
b-jon to i;,;,'
,w e ra l l w I er s u p pl y a n d I he
inhabitJ.nb ol th,: Den•. er l\'ktr<,p,,litJn
3.n:,a.
M{)n:tortng u. arer quality t'rorn
v~r1nl!~ \\. atersh.eds and reser,,,oi1) th~~t
1

1

,i

1

t:e ;,_

supply Denver has been an inlcgra!
part of the Two Forl.:s' EIS .
On July 18, 19'.·N. th1.· Dep,mme,11
contracted wirh Adv:rnn:d .Aquauc
T'.'(,'bnology As,soci.11c-~ Inc, to condu,:t
1,vater quJ!ity monitoring in the
Willia.rns Fork B:ii,in :rnd Fr:t:,1;r Rivti
Ballirls.
The
Denver
Wa!er
Department\ Quality C1..intn.,; Lab h::i,;
done its O'>,·n w,1kr qualit;- rnoni,,)ring
sirn.:c nur beginninp.
Umil th•~:
deman<.b of 1he EIS, th,'. l.1b ha~ b-e,~,:
focused on water quality fr(rn, a
t n: :.H m e nr poi n I of \' i e w :: n d 11<) ;
panic:uiarly on an aqu::.,1c bi1;lofy
poim of view.

loc,it<:d nc,H Jor:f·s PJ,;~. 1".<. tl1t
helicoptei i«ki;':, ,;!'f, l:>:1,%;, frif i:-·w·1y
(':DC .. On-c,nt \VJ th ti:t'. (·1.~·✓ \rcnrnf.ni.
frightful ~;(:n~t: of J1,1ifi~~ri f;ji:-)~ity :~,
realized.
()nc-~ c,ur of ~.:7~ ht:'!'-'c_;pri:r
1

v,-~~f::

;;novfshoc:,.;

1ri

~\b\oitdc"

requiretnr:'.D\; ~is ~n(;\l,,' \·icp'h V,·ll!;
Jpproxirna:cly ~: Ye~ 4 f:;~;t. 'fh c.n.l
:,ound tc, br het_;_nJ ·. .:v~t~~ ~r: :-1c,::.1::,Icn"ia;
burst of ½.,ind dl~:(i.lrt,inf: r.h.:.: t:f~~ \t.1r:1:;,
111c pii.rty n1adc ·Lhe.:~ ·.\' ;· )· ;_~-: r1-J~) r,n lbt:
de;;ifening sitcnce. t1·:1~;.1~.j0~3
.
:_:_phiU
i trlrned i ~~ t ~:; i y
[~.l ;_1r1L~ :-;11J r
l,:h i~
cc, nl ·pa r a t i Yc J y :-_: n ~l t l n:: :-:: u n :1 u 1
Bo~t;;,il ~.~. £atliDg& ·rh.: '.)n~·-t·\· \~'(.~:-,: ~.o
1
~

According lU a. Dep ,,nm en,
Chemist, Steve. L(ihm~,n. when uiki!1g
of streaic·: ctamlard~., the rnaJor cur:cern
is spt.:•.'ie sensiri,il)·. ElerneDL ,.,,
quantity of ciernents ,h;;;r rnay be>

dt:ep ~1nd I:--:r:Jn:,-t~[·}e'-_.,, lb;:( ih~· ~-1,.::&111
! ~ ~.~ If had r o t>: d ~J ::: o ,j_ ~. R; :. u u in/

J:n~idered ,kt1irnen1ai to ihc h;~:ilrh iif
::.\qu:1tk life rna)' nu( he dcll1mental tu
rhe hea!lh (;{ hu111an bl:ing~~. Tn rnost.
bur not ull c;:i.',,:·.-,_ it ta\~-.., ;1 11:uci1
gn:~!It:r arnount uf h:1rrnrul ele.rni_:·n~~-,
me-tab and lht like, tu d\\,t:T,el:r ii±fec\
human being·~ than it do,•:; t,1 ,_,ffcct rhe
rrniivt aquatic pupuia,ion

tound.

NO MAN'S LAND
Thcr1; i•, no lirnit (1.1 ,,,:hat we wiU d\;
LO assme \'. akr quality.
()n
1\1arch
1 Li
1 ~19(!.
tL\~
De par i rn r: n r s c ,_; n \ u ! t :1 P r , _11i. q u ;.~ \ : :~
1·e-2hnologic~"t. J;1coryc~r;.1i:;d p~i,.fOIT~1_t.::,J
a "s;:nnpling"' of lh,: \,·atcr~
1mmt:diateiy b\.'.i(1\, rht old. lfr,.;,.-,.ic
Bobiail tv1ine, Acc·c,Lling f,1 Ad\ttf]f;.;·d
A q u at i c \
c o nt r a 1.' l
v, 11. h I h 1:
Di.:panment, these sampli,:g•; nHFi
take: place 4 tin~, :1 ye::1 1 , in·._h,din.~: 3vnnter ~arnp1t_ S~:.·\~· 1.~·,hrn~n goe~.

~-i-:\~~:~;s.rty

~i

;'__; h ;·-_

C _'(

fur

;i f(JCJ,~

I' : it ~fl,~- (_

;·l £\ ·i7:• ~:,:- (

; ~.

J

ti\ Li, ,i '· t tf

r1J!'i1C in:pliC'::, rtH;:.t:.1~l{f~~': ti•\t ;}Jf1·~~:.-:.:·,_: (~f
c.is;r,lvc::d fJ>;:vg-':''1 :,r: ;) i',2:-11\:,d:H
sa.rnpk.
H1:;L te,.i~J~, ,__n·· •.L ·~ _:,·::1,, ·,~:d •j;--.,) ~.\: r·
(["~ (),) ~=t:(: v:::·r--: ~-1c:~-:j1.,~(/:.: ~~ /h~:·• ~-1:>..:
~,, . . ;_:,,_:t·· ~~

1

i_;;::_i_ ·-_,.!.·~!!

-~'-'r•r-<::·r

L_:"1--::,. _,; •."~!Y.,·:}v·C-<

lfl.r:

'--\'~lt::r.,:· ;~ift2

rn tJ D n c r ~;] n t l.

~ !·~

l.f£ip:t1:,:•_;C;

~-- !' c: i· c} 1 •~

(~_ 1,

;;'1

an
unfovorahk
We are partkularly
in,i:.:r,•,,;,,ed in thi~ c1~, 1hr: EIS study is
bci,11-; condncted !o m..:a~urt the
l!fipacts or v,<HC::r di,,e,sion frem !h(~
\V1;!iams Fork Ba~in on stream
::-t-.hr:i~,.

STl:rEAM LOADINGS

•j

_1

v. ,a1c.r \vas

b?comir,g

tr,vironnh'nL

:;(Jr!1::'.

r ; :, ;~•:

·'Siro.:arn loading~" ,m.: fi!_.'.ured by
,:n,·1,ide.r.inb'. a pan;cular volume of
••<liu and rhe ,:orrc:;ponding amount
-.Jl rncl;:ils and miner:1h found in the
kJ.,tr :J! ,h,:; :,ampk point.
/'.ccording f(; Br&ci PiehL mines (;;~o
\.'t,;~tt:' \Oll1C-\Vhat (_ir a problem insofar
:,~ they prnv1dt· a puint uf c:o!lection

w:i.rer v;hid, inay have ordinuily
its. \Vay do1,.vnstn:,:un. Dul" 10 the
f:,ct lh;'ir many min..:s include
!1L,;t,-:·Io,1~ sh~ft." rh::it spread tiu! over
,)1c n°oumain octr.Jpu~ style and th-:
frcr th;i\ ,ome miner:, uSt:ii dyn::unite
111,Hl,:

J_i bLt~l \h\.-· rnck Zl\va:,. thl' \J~:~ti..:r (3.11
n1nrc~ ,:asily nrnL.: i,s ,_,.·ay thruugh ih<:
t\1~nalt:rJily porou~ ~nd cr.:tched rc,ck~.
r.:::ck.1nr Uf' far n1ore rn.t1:!allic :';1.3)crl2ls
::,nd !:lEJernb thsn iT. m;ght luvc lJ!\der
:-i:,1ur8l :.:-or;.dni,m:o Both the collei:iion
of ',,~·(H~r in the rnint ~n~1f1~ and the
W;Hr:f se,~'i-Ml_!,,; thmugh the Cf,l(;k<:d and
p;_iro,), ,-,x·k can n1;,,t,~ an un.-:ksirabk
p;\'.dicarn~nt in a \vater :1en!5(.~
'Th:,: s:.:r.·1ph:~. 1,h;1r 1re ta.ken 1vil! te11
:.!·., if tht~ ~load1ng~." nf in-tt:-d~ ~~nd
~r._;-~:,_::r;_d::s found ifi tt: \\-3.I~i':- are in
high enough concentL1t it,n) L_.1 \.\':li"i'3.J1t
4,"i L.1tt~r rrt:~tUnfnt or :~cHnt:~ •:)tht'"r ft.ir-rn of
1

1.:

(__• t

along \l./ith /\d\·,~nce-d :\qu~n!~'°::, r1r.1d
Piehl
snd
Jt,,ica
\\;ild
\2
~uhcontrt.t<.:tor ftJr Advark~Cd t\q1-1,tt!\:)
to g~ther ~an1ples trurn f1;::·veral
difftre1H point, :1lt,nr d ::-(:,..·am tklr
origin:ite~ at the mine ·r11e~,.-. ~:·nnp!,~~

will b..: s,tud,ed in our ()\\'n !ah .
. .\ s you can s u r rn i \ c fro rn

! ht·
plwtogr:1ph~ in ihi,, new~.kl\c:r, gt'tting
the ,;rn1plt'~ in tbs· v. inter i,. fl(i c:;,-1,:,
cnck:n,,1r. ~either i,, il :i _i()iJ lo, th,:
weak o!' ,.:k1racter and ,t1h,:,:1,·,te. Ur
a[ 10.441 rc<::L ihe cu!d ic, ne:Hiy
unhearablc· if ,Hie i~ nut dr,.. i.\(:d

appropriately. The sarnpk l:tkfr~ rnt-1::t
b \: fl o \V n i n b y h ,: I i c n r, rt ; r o 1 hi :;
desol.111.: area, up by t!w l-lt)ht2-11 Min,:,

;
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i
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t

11

i_l
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J.

or

use
(llilel' (1:etL:..:Jo. of \il:J1{:f '.;uppl~
\\·'hen th~ (;}T!~·ufn~;r:-:~nccs
~.::1tf· t~L:\_h;ni8.l of 2, hrf hydn..1.r11 pt.'frni::.
:vi a Py t 1~··:·1 c ~ -~ !~ ~ r c Br c f: o o ci
nof C(nt~.idtr\~d dtH.: t<1 the cu.:} . ,ie"f!i,.;nl~r::
a.nd ;m\ilubUi,y of fin: hydr,mts.
The ne~J/ f(·::.~ for f;irc: r-!ydra;.·_if
Prograrn \)/l~t:~r ~~~o!~Sll\"',!iptlon i:!nd
(\:..1;:1struction \V:.ih.i- :/ri..~ hste{J th;Jr::,\_
~{ou rna.y note thEt~ ;iv..: cff::-ci.r.,.e lht 1.!-~.
Iv1~rch. 1\ 19S~O tt(:~ coinc),;.i..;:t!·i)i~P\-1, ~~
tht.- ~1arn~ eff~i:~1 •;in~_ \h±te {or tJ1r.: :le-\."
'"v:-,ter rrtI,:;;. ;.;1~:.,_-} :T.:::e :h;tt n-;i~ 1'-f:~r:~.1~
(:barge:, and th·:~ \'i(·l':'i ·re!:: {:h8rg·:•c,.
\~: hie l'! 2 f;;' ~~drt~-~r~i :-t r:::.t: \.,"~ i~; L.:~t ~1
·v,r,~.;.e Ii!.._;{ ,jf;1..: . . ·~;_.~~ . . }\• ~r~f,,_~ n:'.- 1/c; '·""l~~~.,..:r
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boliden resources inc.
94 Hutchins Drive, Portland, ME 04102
(207) 772-3994
(207) 772-4151 Telefax

August 24, 1990

Ms. Mary James
State of Maine
Department of Environmental Protection
State House Station 17
Augusta, ME 04333

File No. 200.16
JLC-08-90-064

Dear Ms. James:
While our present concept for processing gossan at the
proposed Bald Mountain Project is agitation leaching, the
potential prohibition on heap or dump leaching concerns me
greatly.
These alternatives should not be unilaterally
prohibited.
I am certain that sufficient information is
available from ongoing operations to demonstrate the
appropriateness of these methods.
Heap leaching, conducted in an environmentally sound manner,
may be the only practical method for recovering gold and
silver values from otherwise marginal deposits. As we proceed
further with our planning efforts, it may be that we will need
to investigate this alternative for our gossan material.
I have enclosed two articles that should be of interest to
you, the Work Group and the Task Force. One article deals
with agitation leaching at the Ridgeway Mine in North Carolina
(Mining Engineering, December 1989) and the other details heap
leaching (Engineering & Mining Journal, June 1990).
Again, I offer you or other Work Group or Task Force members
access to our technical library in the event that we have
literature not otherwise available to you within State
government.
Sincerely,

avJ
Po~~~~.
\1.-f

Cesar
President

JLC/clk
Enclosures

Ridgeway: Successfully
mining low-grade
gold ore
Steve Kral, Associate Editor
"Gold rush" is usually associated the
western United States - California,
Nevada, and Colorado. The southeast
section of the nation is known more for
its rice, textiles, tobacco, indigo, and
cotton. This area, though, is where it all
began with gold in this country.
Th~ Uni~ed States' first gold
in
fact, 1s said to have started with ,the
discovery of a 7.7-kg (17-lb) nugget in
the Piedmont section of the Carolinas in
I 799, some 50 years before the rush to
California. The Carolina gold rustr•
continued intermittently through 1942
when the Federal Government shut down
all gold operations.
Strong gold prices throughout the early
part of this decade and new extractive
technologies spurred a small resurgence
of gold operations in South Carolina.
Mind you, this is not Nevada with its
flood of geologists and mining companies. Nor are there any 7. 7 kg (17 lb)
nuggets being discovered.
But Ridgeway Mining Co., a joint
venture between Kennecott Corp. and
Galactic Resources, has set about mining 51 Mt (56 million st) of low-grade

1:1's~
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ore containing an estimated 43.5 t (1 .4
million oz) of recoverable gold. The
open pit, carbon-in-leach operation is
located near the town of Ridgeway in
South Carolina, about 32 km (20 miles)
north of Columbia.
Carolina gold
North and east of Ridgeway, Piedmont Mining Co. operates the historic
Haile gold mine near Kershaw, SC. And
Brewer Mining Co. operates the nearby
(
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Location map of the Ridgeway gold mine.

Brewer deposit. Between 1829 and
1942, South Carolina gold mines produced 10 t (318,800 oz) of gold.
It all began in 1799 when Conrad
Reed, son of a German immigrant
farmer, found the 7.7 kg (17 lb) nugget
in Little Meadow Creek, NC. His father
thought the rock was worthless and used
it as a doorstop, so the story goes. It
took nearly three years before Conrad's
father decided his doorstop was indeed
gold.
Gold was later discovered in the
Greenville district of South Carolina.
And, in 1828, Benjamin Haile discovered gold in a stream that ran through
his property in Lancaster County, SC.
Haile's mine became South Carolina's
most famous and most productive gold
mine, producing more than 7 .8 t
(250,000 oz).
At first, miners worked the stream
beds of Haile's property. Later, lode
deposits were discovered on slopes
alongside the creeks. They would lease
4.6 m2 (50 sq ft) lots and mine as deep as
7.6 m (25 ft).
During the Civil War. the ConfederDECEMBER 1989 1181

Carolina slate belt

acy used production of gold and other
minerals from the Haile mine to finance
its war effort. This resulted in Gen.
George Sherman making a special point
of destroying the buildings and equipment at the mine during his historic
march through the South.
The mine was closed in 1908 after a
boiler explosion. It reopened in 1934
when the price of gold reached $1.13/g
($35 per oz). It operated profitably until
closed, along with the rest of the operating gold mines in the US, by Franklin
Roosevelt in 1942.
William B. "Billy" Dom likewise
discovered gold on his McCormick
County property in 1835. His big strike
came in 1852. Using slave labor, Dom
became wealthy almost overnight.
The Greenville News reported that
Billy Dom "made such a strike that he
once considered having gold shingles

put on his house."
The 55-year-old
Dorn was said to
have given his 15year-old bride $500
to spend on wedding
gifts. The minister
received a pair of
gloves with a $ I 00
gold piece in each
finger.
The Confederacy
also benefited from
Dorn' s gold mine
during the Civil
War.
Profits from
Dom's mine outfitted an entire company of Confederate
soldiers. Each month, Dom would send
a wagonload of supplies to the commander in Charleston, SC.
Billy Dom closed his mine permanently the day Robert E. Lee surrendered in 1865. It remained closed until
1934 when, like the Haile, gold prices
made it profitable to reopen on a small
scale. But; like the Haile and other gold
mines, the Dom mine was closed in
1942.
Today, South Carolina has three major
producing gold mines, the Ridgeway,
Haile, and the Brewer mines.

Project history
John Chapman, a local prospector,
discovered gold at Ridgeway in 1969.
He took his discovery to the South
Carolina Geological Survey. Subsequent drilling later confirmed
Chapman's find.

Schematic layout of the Ridgeway mill and and leach facility.
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Amselco Minerals, a subsidiary of the
British Petroleum Co., with Chapman
as a consultant, began exploring the
Ridgeway site in 1979 when the price
for gold skyrocketed. Geological mapping and soil sampling identified a large
anomalous gold-bearing deposit that is
now the Ridgeway South zone.
By August 1985, the company had
completed 17,678 m (58,000 ft) of drilling, resulting in two large gold deposits.
Ridgeway Mining Co. was formed in
1986 to perform a feasibility study,
develop, and mine these two deposits.
They were found to contain about 51 Mt
(56 million st) of ore grading 1.1 g/t
(0.032 oz per st) of gold.
While the feasibility study was being
conducted, the company continued with
land acquisition and permitting. That
was no simple task, according to
Ridgeway's Peter Evans, engineering
manager. He has been in on the project
since the beginning when Amselco
performed its exploration program.
Ridgeway's total land position
amounts to 963 hm 2 (2380 acres) on 68
separates tracts. Of that total, only about
324 hm 2 (800 acres) will be disturbed.
Evans and others spent many evenings
with local landowners negotiating for
access to the 68 properties.
Permitting conditions in South Carolina are very stringent, Ridgeway officials said. The company received its
five needed permits from various state
agencies in 1988 after a two-year process.
Mining began in June 1988. Plant
startup followed in December. It was
designed by Fluor Daniel and Minproc
of Australia. Ridgeway officials reported minimal startup problems normally associated with a new plant. "We
turned it on and it ran," Evans said.
Mine officials credit the smooth startup
to a simple ore body, good metallurgy,
adequate plant design, and a reliable, yet
inexperienced workforce. Total cost
including prefeasibility was about $95
million.

Project geology
The Ridgeway project lies in the Piedmont Lowland province of the southern
Appalachian Mountains and consists of
two deposits, Ridgeway South and
Ridgeway North. The deposits are located in the Carolina slate belt, a northeast-southwest trending belt of deformed
Precambrian to Paleozoic metavolcanic
and metasedimentary rocks.
This belt extends from Alabama to
Virginia and is dotted with numerous
inactive gold mines and prospects. To
the west, the Carolina slate belt is borMINING ENGINEERING

tiered J:>y highly metamorphosed rocks
known as the Charlotte belt. To the east,
the deposts are overlain by the flat lying
Cretaceous sands and younger sediments
of the Atlantic Coastal Plain.
The Ridgeway project area covers a
major east-west trending contact zone
between a metamorphosed sequence of
submarine felsic to mafic volcanics to
the north and metamorphosed elastic
sediments to the south.
Rocks in the area are nearly east-west
striking, with the original bedding tilted
steeply north or south. A cross-cutting,
nearly-horizontal-to-north dipping
cleavage, cuts primary layering. The
intensity of this cleavage and later eastwest and north-south faults are important controls for the distribution of gold.

rated by zones of low, subeconomic
mineralization contained in weakly altered sediments in which steeply dipping bedding has not been obliterated.
About 1.6 km (l mile) of turbidites
separate Ridgeway North from Ridgeway South. The alteration zone in the
South deposit is about 1220 m (4000 ft)
long and up to 305 m (1000 ft) wide in
plan view. Both hangingwall and
footwall contacts are apparently bounded
by faulting.
Economic mineralization in the South
deposit occurs over 487 m (1600 ft)
within the alteration zone in silicified
horizons. Like the North deposit, Ridgeway South's areas of heavy mineralization are separated by low-grade zones of
weakly altered sediments.
The more strongly mineralized areas
of both the North and South deposits are
characterized by small quartz veinlets
and pyrite lenses running parallel to
cleavage. Gold particles occur as individual grains and ribbons in quartz and
with pyrite as inclusions, as well as
along grain boundaries and fractures.
Gold particles average about 20 um (625
mesh) in size but range from IO to I 06
um(l250to 140mesh). Silveroccursin
both deposits at a ratio to gold of about
one to one.
The sulfide minerals have been oxidized by ground waters to depths ranging from a few meters (feet) to 61 m (200
ft). The oxidation levels, though, average less than 30 m ( I 00 ft) deep. Gold
in these portions are most likely to take

Ridgeway mineralization
Gold mineralization occurs within
extensive linear east-west trending alteration zones. Alteration consists of
widespread sericitization with a core of
silicification, quartz veining, and pyrite
development.
Ridgeway North is an alteration zone
at least 1525 m (5000 ft) long and up to
245 m (800 ft) wide in plan view. Both
hangingwall and footwall are bounded
by faults. Significant gold mineralization in this deposit occurs within a 487m (1600-ft) length of the alteration zone.
Potential ore grade mineralization is
found in broad silicified horizons, most
exceeding 9 m (30 ft) in thickness. The
areas of heavy mineralization are sepa-
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Mining operations
Mining in the South pit, also known
as the Chapman pit, is in full production.
Mining began in the North pit at the
beginning of August. Ridgeway Mining rerouted about 5 km (3 miles) of
Highway 34 to make room for a portion
of the North pit. These will be the only
two pits mined.
The Chapman pit covers about 26.3
hm2 (65 acres). It is currently 55 m (180
ft) of its planned 140 m (450 ft) depth.
Six 77 t (85 st) Caterpillar haul trucks
carry 13.6 kt/d (15,000 stpd) of ore and
· another 13.6 kt/d (15,000 stpd) ofreject.

SECONDARY
CYCLONES

PRIMARY
CYCLONES

f t /A

the fonn of microscopic grains attached
to porous iron oxides.
Since the grade of the ore is low,
grade control is vital. Each blasthole is
sampled and fire assayed. There is little
blending of ore at Ridgeway. What is
sent to the mill is maximized with no
blending requirement. Low-grade ore
is sent to a stockpile that will be processed near the end of the mine's life.
Barren rock is used in the tailings embankment.
About one-third of the 51 Mt (56
million st) of ore are oxides, with the
rest being sulfides. Ridgeway expects
to recover about 43.5 t (l .4 million oz)
of gold from the two pits over the next
10 to 12 years. Average yearly production is expected to be about 4.2 t(l35,000
oz) and about 2.5 t (80,000 oz) of silver.
The company expects to produce about
4.9 t (160,000 oz) of gold in 1989.
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After crushing, the ore is conveyed to a coarse ore stockpile, in background. Foreground shows the ball mill (right) and the 10 leach/carbon-inleach tanks.

They are loaded by two 9.5 m 3 (12.5 cu
yd) front-end loaders, also Cats.
Pit equipment includes two Caterpillar D9N track dozers with rippers, two
water trucks, and one Cat 834 rubber
tired dozer.
Drilling in the pits is done on 6 m (20
ft) benches with 1.5 m (5 ft) of subdrilling
by two Driltech D40K track-mounted
drills. Ridgeway Mining reduced bench
height from 9 m to 6 m (30 ft to 20 ft) to
improve slope stability and to allow
more accurate ore grade control. Safety
is also enhanced with lower benches,
which give loaders a better working
face.
Since the mine is located close to a
residential area, blasting is limited to
about an hour-and-a-half at noon five
days a week.

Mill process description
Gold at Ridgeway is extracted by the
carbon-in-leach (CIL) process. Mine
trucks deliver run-of-mine ore to an
Allis-Chalmers l x 1.6 m (42 x 65 in.)
gyratory crusher. There it is crushed to
-200 mm (-8 in.) at a rate of 1 kt/h ( 1170
stph). A belt feeder and conveyor then
conveys the crushed ore to a coarse ore
stockpile that is designed with 13.6 kt
(15,000 st) of live storage capacity and
up to 65 kt (72,000 st) total storage.
Three variable-speed apron feeders
located under the stockpile withdraw
1184 DECEMBER 1989

the coarse ore. A belt conveyor transfers ore to a variable speed, 8.5 m-diam
x 4.2 m (28 ft-diam x 14 ft) MPSI
semiautogenous (SAG) mill at a rate of
about 607 t/h (670 stph). Lime is added
at a controlled rate to the SAG mill feed
to provide pH control. Sodium cyanide
and water are added directly to the mill,
resulting in an alkaline slurry contain. ing free cyanide.
Ore is reduced in the SAG mill by a
combination of cascading ore particles
and 76 to 127 mm (3 to 5 in.) steel balls.
A trommel removes oversize material
and ball chips and trommel undersize
flows from the SAG mill to the primary
cyclone feed sump.
Primary classification is done by
cycloning with the cyclone underflow
returning to the SAG mill for further
reduction to about 80% -355 um (45
mesh). Primary cyclone overflow reports to the secondary cyclone feed
sump.
One of two secondary cyclone feed
pumps sends the pulp to the secondary
cyclones for secondary classification.
Cyclone underflow is discharged immediately to an MPSI ball mill for further size reduction. Secondary cyclone
overflow consists of 40% to45% solids
sized at 80% -75 um (-200 mesh).
The leach/carbon-in-leach (CIL)
consists of IO agitated tanks. Three are
used for leaching and contain no carbon.

The remaining seven contain suspended
particles of carbon. Free cyanide in the
pulp, combined with oxygen, dissolves
gold from the fine particles of ore.
Dissolved gold is adsorbed onto carbon particles suspended in each of the
seven adsorption tanks. Pulp flows
downstream from tank to tank while
carbon is pumped countercurrent by
pumps located on each tank.
When carbon reaches the first CIL
tank (No. 4), it is pumped to the loaded
carbon recovery screen located above
the tank. Carbon is screened from the
pulp and fed by gravity to the acid wash
surge tank. The pulp, in the meantime,
is discharged back to the first adsorption
tank.
Spent slurry is sent from the number
IO tank to the 85 hm 2 (210 acre) tailings
impoundment area. There, it will settle
out and residual effluent will be recycled back into the process.
The loaded carbon from the third tank
is fed to the acid wash vessel. First, a
dilute solution of hydrochloric acid is
added and the carbon is soaked with the
solution for about 30 minutes, during
which time impurities are dissolved.
The carbon is rinsed and residual acid is
removed. From there, washed carbon is
transferred to the strip column.
Gold is removed from the stripping
column under pressure with a hot solution of water. caustic, and cyanide. The
MINING ENGINEERING

pregnant solution discharging from the
top o( the strip column is then cooled
and discharged into the eluate tank. A
strip cycle lasts about 12 hours.
The eluate pump delivers the pregnant solution to the electrowinning cells.
Here. gold is plated onto stainless steel
wool cathodes. After several electrowinning cycles are complete, the steel
wool cathodes are taken to two electrorefining cells where they, in tum,
become anodes. Electrorefined gold
foil is removed from the stainless steel
plate cathodes periodically, and cast into
bullion in a gas-fired remelt furnace.
Ridgeway officials expected about
88% recoveries from their oxide ores.
Oxide recovery is actually running about
90%, they said. Life-of-mine recovery
from oxide and sulfide ores is expected
to be about 82%.
Tailings impoundment
At most surface mines, the largest
feature is usually the pit. At Ridgeway,
however, it is the tailings impoundment.
Whereas the South pit covers 26 hm 2 (65
acres) and the North pit 34 hm 2 (85
acres), the tailings reservoir here will
cover 85 hm 2 (210 acres) by next year.
It will be enlarged to 109 hm 2 (270
acres) as production from the North pit
increases.
A 305-mm (12-in.) compacted clay
base is overlain by 60 mil (3 mm or
0.125 in. thick) plastic Gundle liner.
The liner is bound together thermally
and ultrasonically tested. Mine reject
makes up the perimeter walls.

The tailings impoundment is enclosed by a 3-m ( 1Oft) chain-linked
fence with barbed
wire at the top.
Built to survive
Ridgeway is a
relatively new mine,
pouring its first gold
about a year ago.
Given the mine's
southeastern location, it was designed
to withstand large
amounts of moisture, about 1120 mm
(44 in.) of rainfall
The variable speed 8.5 m-diam x 4.2 m (28 ft-diam x 14 ft) semiautoannually.
genous (SAG) mill, right, and the ball mill, left, is used for further size
Mine officials reduction.
found out early in its
operation just how
night, including that to the agitators,
well the mine, mill, and tailings reserallowing an emergency generator to start
voir were designed. Extremely high
automatically. The leach tanks were
winds and rain associated with Hurrirunning at about 40% to 45% solids,
cane Hugo swept through the area one
Heig said. About four hours is the
September evening, destroying homes
maximum time allowable without agiand, in a few cases, leveling entire towns.
tation and mucking out the tanks would
Remarkably, the mine remained relatake days. The winds calmed some,
tively unscathed.
however, and an employee managed to
Mine workers did spend an anxious
start the agitators from the emergency
night at the mine, according to Rich
power supply. Full power was restored
Heig, general manager. The mill was
the following morning.
shut down at about 1 am, except for the
Some production was lost and the
agitators in the leach tanks, he said, and
mill was forced to shut down for a few
crews were sent to the administration
hours. But, aside from some downed
building to wait out the storm.
trees on the property, the mine, mill, and
All power was lost in the middle of the
tailings reservoir escaped serious
damage.

Close up view of the leach tanks. Three are used for leaching and contain no carbon. The remaining
seven contain suspended particles of carbon.
MINING ENGINEERING

Employment and training
The mine employs 140 people
and another 40 contract maintenance workers. The workforce is
comprised mainly oflocal people,
with experienced management
being recruited from other mining
operations.
Many of the workers were on
site during construction, Heig said.
This gave them the opportunity to
see how the plant was put together
and how it worked. Workers also
completed 40 hours of new miner
training and safety training, followed by extensive on-the-job task
training.
Routine safety and communications meetings are held, as well
as quarterly reviews with each
employee. Monthly roundtable
discussions allow workers to actively participate in efficiency and
safety improvements. ♦
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Heap under construction is seen in the background while the pregnant solution drainage is in the foreground.

HEAP LEACHING
FOR PRECIOUS METALS
LOW-COST METHOD CAN ALSO BE SUCCESSFULLY APPLIED
UNDER COLD-CLIMATE AND HIGH-ALTITUDE CONDITIONS
D.J.Barratt and R.O. McElroy,
Wright Engineers Ltd., Vancouver. B.C.
Profitable application of heap leaching for gold and silver
recovery under a wide variety of conditions suggests that this
method should be considered for deposits which are marginal or uneconomic for conventional processing.
This article 1 is a general presentation of heap-leaching
practice and its application under cold-climate/high-elevation conditions. It should be noted that economic and environmentally sound heap-leaching in any situation requires
careful design and operation.
Heap leaching is one of several economic techniques for
recovery of precious metals. For suitable ores, the useful
features of this method of extraction include:
• low capital cost,
• relatively low operating cost, and
• relatively small inventory of cyanide leaching solution.
40

Balancing these positive features, heap leaching is relatively slow, and usually results in lower total recovery of
precious metals from ore than other methods.
Selection of heap leaching is an extraction technique is
usually an economic decision based on optimization of revenue from available resources. Numerous profitable operations in the western United States have confirmed the viability of this method for gold recovery from low-grade deposits;
silver recovery by heap leaching has been successful at Candelaria (Nevada) and Potosi (Bolivia).
Recently, successful operation of heap leaches in northern
Ontario and at high elevation sites in the western United
States indicates that-with appropriate design for climate
and hydrology-the technique is available for use when suitable ore reserves are identined in areas which are subject to
extended periods of subfreezing ambient temperature.
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TECHNO-ECONOMIC FACTORS
In broad outline, the sequence of heap-leaching operations includes:
• mining,
• crushing,
• leaching, gold-silver recovery, and
• abandonment.
This sequence avoids several capital, labor, and energy
intensive operations including:
• mill construction,
• grinding of ore,
• liquid-solid separations, and
• establishment-maintenance of tailing disposal systems.
Also, water-use per unit of ore processed is much lower for
heap leaching than for techniques involving grinding and
processing of ore in a liquid-solid slurry. This feature of the
process is particularly important in arid regions sue~ as the
western United States, Bolivia, Peru, northern Chile, etc.,
where water is in notoriously short supply. Conceptually at
least, the relatively low utilization of water in the process has
advantages in environmentally sensitive areas where discharged process water may have significant downstream
effects. Also, ore which has been crushed to a typical top size
of 5 cm represents a reduced environmental hazard compared to the same rock after grinding to a typical slurryleaching top size of 100 microns.
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Flg.1- Test sequence for heap leach feasibility.

Modern techniques of carbon-in-pulp or carbon-in-leach
for slurry-phase cyanide leaching of gold ores may eliminate
the requirement for liquid-solid separation as a component
of ore processing, but both economic and environmental constraints dictate that water used in such processing must be
recovered and recycled to the process. In contrast, pregnant
solutions from dump leaching contain minimal amounts of
solids so that they can be treated to recover gold and recycled with relatively unsophisticated equipment.
To put the relative simplicity of heap leaching in perspective, the only item of process equipment which may require a
poured concrete foundation, is the crushing plant. Other
facilities, such as solution treatment and gold recovery, can
generally be housed in modular or trailer-type facilities
which can be moved or sold on completion of operations. In
contrast, conventional milling of gold ores requires grinding
mills, leaching tanks, liquid-solid separation, and solutiontreatment equipment; in most climates, enclosed buildings
are required for such facilities. All these factors contribute
to the lower capital cost of heap-leaching operations.
Compensating factors include:
• construction of impermeable pads on which the ore is
stacked for leaching,
• construction of impermeable ponds for storage of leach
solutions (before and after gold recovery),
• construction of impermeable ponds and drainage networks to contain storm drainage from disturbed and-or cyanide use-areas, and
• in areas with high precipitation, construction of diversions
to avoid contamination of natural drainage by process
water.
The favorable economics of heap leaching are indicated
by the large number of mines which are operating or in the
development stage using this technology.

Fig. 1 presents the sequence of test work required to
determine whether heap leaching is an appropriate technology for a particular deposit.
The first stage, as with any mine, is determination by
reliable assay that potentially economic quantities of metal
are in the rock. Grade or metal content also has an influence
on selection of recovery technique. High-grade ore may justify the expense of conventional ore-treatment technologies,
whereas low grade will frequently require minimization of
treatment expense.
If ore grade and reserves appear to be in the range suitable for heap leaching, the next applicable test is for gold
recovery by cyanide leaching using a "bottle-roll" test on
coarsely ground ore. This is a standard and relatively lowcost test procedure which will indicate whether or not the ore
is easily treated by cyanide solution. Poor gold recovery
and-or high reagent consumption in this test indicate that
the ore is not a good candidate for heap leaching. If good
results are obtained, however, the next test-work stage is
leaching of crushed ore in small, laboratory-scale columns
with percolating cyanide solution.
Laboratory column-leach tests, when carefully conducted,
can give a great deal of information on the technical feasibility of heap leaching, including:
• estimate of cyanide consumption (usually a major operating cost),
• gold-silver recovery as a function of leaching time, and
• preliminary indications of whether or not solution permeability problems will be encountered.
If laboratory-scale column test results are favorable, it is
generally advisable to repeat these in larger columns using
representative ore crushed to the top size anticipated for
actual production operations.
In both small and large column tests, agglomeration
methods may be used if preliminary results indicate poor

permeability due to fines content of the ore. Another option,
not currently fashionable, is to separate primary fines for
treatment by techniques other than heap leaching. This
should not be overlooked in the test program, however, since
there can be significant economic advantages in separate
treatment of fines.
The final stage of test work is construction and operation
of a test heap under the conditions (particle size, solution
flow-rates, and climate) prevailing at the production site.
This stage of testing is frequently omitted due to its formidably high cost and long time-requirement. This reinforces
the importance of careful testing at both the laboratory and
pilot-column scales.
If favorable results are obtained at least part of the way
along this test sequence, project economic analysis is generally undertaken to determine whether it is worthwhile to
proceed with progressively more expensive test work and
development.
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY
-Project valued by discounted cash flow
-Valuation requires: projecting yearly cash inflows (revenue), subtracting yearly cash outflows (operating costs. capitol costs interest.
taxes. etc.)
OR! MILLED
-Total mineable reserves of 22.5 million mt
-Average grade of 0.052 oz/mt
-Production 19QO. first six months. total 1.5 million mt
-1991-1996 design capacity of 3.5 million mt/yr
RECOVERY
-Estimated 70%
METAL PRICE
-Assumed $425/oz
-Pay factor 99.5%
CAPITAL COST
-Based on engineering report
~million)
1989
1
Total
Mine development
10.0
25.0
15.0
Capitol cost
70.0
50.0
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Working capital
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40.0
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TABLE 1
Hypothetical Montana gold mine
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TABLE 2
Results of flnanclal analysis
Internal
Rate of
Return,%

0%

Net Present Value($ mllllon)
discounted at
5%
10%
15%
20%

17.5

74.1

45.0

4.0

15.3

(3.3)

Operating cost
+10%

13.9

57.0

31.0
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(3.0)

14.2

-10%

21.0

91.2

58.9

34.8

16.6

2.5

Capital cost
+10%
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Flg.2-Cash-flow analysis of a Montana gold project (in $).
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Flg.3-Sensitivity analysis at 10% discount rate for Montana gold
project with gold base price at $425/oz (in $).

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Heap-leaching-project financial analysis can be illustrated by consideration of a hypothetical operation. Tables 1
and 2 present the data inputs and typical range of outputs
from financial analysis of a heap-leaching project. Discounted-cash-flow analysis of this type is relatively inexpensive, so it is often initiated at a very early state in project
development and repeated as more reliable data are accumulated. This provides a progressively more secure database
for procuring the ever larger sums of money required for
advancing development.
With reference to Table 1, total mineable ore reserves are
obviously critical to project economics and also indicate a
suitable rate of extraction. Although each deposit must be
considered on its merits, current gold prices and other fac42

tors suggest that an economic stand-alone gold heap-leach
operation in North America requires:
• reserves over 2 million mt, and
• generally a grade of at least 1.5 g/mt (more is better!)
For silver, profitable operations in South America have
been established with ore reserves in the 400,000-mt range
grading 200-300 g/mt. Candelaria operated with lower
grade (120 g/mt) but much larger reserves. For gold or
silver, special circumstances such as low mining costs (e.g.
waste dumps) or fast leaching can result in profitable operation with unusually low grade and-or reserve.
Obviously higher grade will allow operation with lower
reserves, but at some point increasing grade may make other
methods of extraction more economic than heap leaching.
Recovery of gold and-or silver from leached ore is also
obviously important to the revenue side of financial analysis.
A high comfort level for metal recovery requires reliable and
fairly detailed testing.
Metal price is frequently the most speculative element of
a financial analysis, at least in the latter stages of project
evaluation. The range of gold prices selected for sensitivity
analysis usually reflects the conservatism (or otherwise) of
the project owners or promoters.
Capital and operating cost estimates are (or should be)
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Prepared pad In foreground and conveyor and stocker in background.

always site specific, and are generally provided by an independent engineering firm, at least in the final stages of project development when independent reports and reviews are
often required as a basis for raising funds for development.
Other components of Table 1 are largely self explanatory,
but the item briefly described as taxes deserves some elaboration. Taxes can have a formidable impact on project economics, and applicable taxes are highly variable depending
on project location and the financial history of companies
involved. It may be of interest to note that in a recent evaluation of a gold-mining prospect in southern Canada, careful
evaluation of the financial options relating to taxes provided
a much larger improvement in project economics than the
largest conceivable improvement in project metallurgy.
With these data inputs, net present values of the project
can be calculated for a base case and selected variations as
shown in Table 2. Typical graphical presentations of sensitivity analyses are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
If-when the results of financial analysis and quality of
input data are sufficiently promising to acquire the requisite
amount of capital, the project may proceed to operation.
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HEAP-LEACH OPERATION
Leach Pad Construction and Operation. A typical heapleaching operation is described with reference to Fig. 4, 5,
and 6; this operation uses "permanent" leach pads, so that
the leach residue is left in place after completion of gold
recovery and washing to remove residual chemicals. An
alternative to this type of operation is an "on-off" pad,
requiring different construction techniques. In this method,
prepared ore is leached on the pad, washed, and then
removed to a final disposal area. Method selection is site
specific, and for the purposes of this article it is considered
adequate to describe the permanent-pad approach since the
elements of both types of operation are quite similar.
Fig. 4 shows the sequence of operations from the runof-mine ore stockpile to completion of a heap ore "cell" for
leaching. Major operations include crushing and sizing,
addition of cement for agglomeration of fines, lime addition
to provide protective alkalinity, and multiple conveyor transfers with spray addition of cyanide solution. The conveyor
transfers provide the energy for agglomeration and also
assist in distribution of the leaching solution.
Fig. 5 shows a typical plan and section of permanent-pad
construction. This involves:
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• laying of a suitably sloped granular subgrade and excavation of drainage channels,
• sequential installation of two liner membranes with an
intermediate layer of clean sand (which may contain leachate detection drains), and
• a granular protective layer.
Solution channels and retention ponds are similarly lined.
In cold-climate areas, design must account for ice formation
with its effects on flow, structures (e.g. pump intakes) and
liner integrity.
On-off pads generally involved placement of asphaltic
concrete on a suitably prepared and sloped subgrade.
In areas where suitable materials are available and local
. regulations permit, compacted clay liners may be used.
When correctly constructed, these are equally effective, but
local regulations sometimes dictate the type of liner to be
used. Possible effects of factors including seismic events and
frost heaving on liner integrity should be considered for
site-specific design in areas where they may occur.

Solution Distribution and Metal Recovery. Fig. 6 shows the
sequence of solution flows and operations during actual
heap-leaching. This drawing (slightly modified) was taken
from a preliminary study on a project in the western United
States. In this situation, all storm run-off water is recycled
to process as is typical of operations in arid climates. In
areas with high precipitation and-or low evaporation rates,
disposal of such water may be necessary. In this event, solution treatment is likely to be required.
For gold, solution application rates are typically in the
range of 0.1-1 liters/min/mi (0.003-0.03 gal/min/ft2), but
can be varied to optimize performance. Higher flow-rates
and cyanide concentrations are used for silver.
The method of solution application to the leaching heap is
particularly important in cold climates where freezing may
44

result in loss of circulation and shutdown of the leaching
operation for an extended period, and in dry areas where
water conservation is critical.
Solution distribution techniques which have been used for
heap leaching include ponding, various types of sprinklers,
and irrigation drip tubes. Ponding is the least common method, since its application is limited by ore permeability.
Sprinklers in use vary from simple "wobblers''. (lengths of
flexible tubing attached to a header) to sophisticated units
with integral pressure regulation. Sprinkling systems, typically on a 10-m square grid, allow good solution distribution.
Solution losses by evaporation and wind drift must be considered, however, and there are severe limitations on sprinkler operation in freezing conditions.
Irrigation drip tubes are becoming the method of choice
for heap-leach operations with extended (three to five
month) periods of sub-freezing temperatures. For winter
use, tubes are installed in trenches typically 0.75 m apart,
and covered with up to 30 cm of rock which effectively
insulates the percolation zone.
The Giant Yellowknife heap-leach operation near Timmins, Ontario initially used "wobblers" for solution distribution. Operation of these through a winter season resulted in
serious problems related to accumulation of ice. This operation and high-elevation operations in the United States are
now using drip-tube solution distribution to prevent ice
build-up.
Treatment of heap-leach solutions by activated carbon for
gold recovery is widely practiced. This technique strips gold
and most other metal-cyanide complexes from solution, so
the barren (i.e. stripped) solution requires only make-up
cyanide and protective alkalinity before recycle.
Use of Merrill-Crowe solution treatment may be appropriate for very small operations and-or where silver represents a large proportion of ore value. Modular treatment
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Conveyors and stacker building heap-leach ore pile at the Aurora (Nevada) mine.

plants are available and often are much less costly than
custom-designed equipment.

ENVIRONMENT AND POLLUTION
As previously noted, compared to other techniques of gold
extraction, heap leaching involves relatively small cyanidesolution inventories and water use. However, each project
must be engineered to meet specific site requirements such
as storm and-or surface-drainage control, ground-water control, geotechnical factors, and in the case of cold-climate
operations, effects of freezing on both liner stability and
. solution circulation.
It should also be noted that because heap-leach operations
typically deal with low-grade ore, cost of the sodium cyanide
used for leaching is major component of operating cost; this
factor, in addition to maximum recovery of dissolved gold,
generally results in careful washing of heaps for economic
reasons. Where there is a gap between the economic limit of
washing for cyanide recovery and environmental requirements for water to be discharged, solution treatment must be
practiced in a suitable form. Options to be evaluated on a
site-specific basis include:
• atmospheric-photochemical cyanide destruction in ponds
(climate limited, since ice cover reduces reaction rates drastically),
• chemical oxidation (air-S0 2, hydrogen peroxide, chlorine,
etc.), and
• acidification-stripping-cyanide recovery (limited commercial history, but potentially cost effective).
Even in relatively wet climates there are some options
other than solution treatment-disposal for dealing with accumulating storm water. For example, an operation in North
Carolina uses wobblers for solution distribution on the
southern exposures of its leach dumps during dry periods to
maximize evaporation; this generally provides sufficient
evaporation to avoid requirement for solution treatment,
although the facilities for this are available.
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Modular (trailer) gold plant, carbon column in background at First
Miss. Nevada.
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Al fresco gold smeltlng at the Minerex Aurora project, Nevada.

Sprinkler solution distribution system (later replaced by drip tubes) at

the Aurora operations.

Other features of heap-leaching operations which require
careful engineering attention in relation to water quality
include:
• design and specification of liner materials,
• construction supervision,
• monitoring of interlayers, and
• appropriate design of both diversion and runoff collection
structures and systems.
After washing to acceptable levels of cyanide removal,
residue from heap-leaching operations is generally abandoned either on the permanent pads or in suitable wasterock disposal sites. As for other types of mining operation,
the long-term potential for generation of acid mine drainage
should be considered. Frequently, ores containing enough
reactive sulphides to generate an acid-drainage situation will
not be amenable to heap leaching due to high cyanide consumption and-or low gold recovery. However, this is not
universally true, so the usual testing procedures for identification of acid-drainage potential should certainly be undertaken for any heap-leaching operation.
In operation, the crushing component of a heap-leach
operation requires suitable dust-control measures; generally,
worker health and safety requirements are more than adequate to protect against significant dust emissions. In very
dry climates, wind-blown dust from abandoned heap-leach
residues may be significant. However, the bulk of material
in typical dumps is coarse grained so there is a finite reservoir of material which can be mobilized by the wind.
Revegetation of abandoned heap-leach material is not
generally practiced in temperate climates due to significant
economic factors, and is even more unlikely to be practical in
more severe climates.

CLIMATE AND ALTITUDE CONSTRAINTS
With currently available technology, most of the operations of heap leaching could, conceptually at least, be conducted year-round even in a very severe climate. Pad preparation work is necessarily limited to seasons with abovefreezing temperatures to allow either welding of poly-liners,
satisfactory installation of asphalt liners, or wetting and
compaction of clay liners. Similarly, installation of solution
distribution systems may be impractical in subfreezing
ambient temperatures.
In practice, difficulties encountered due to solution freez46

ing in reservoirs and on the leaching dumps may favor seasonal operation in extremely severe climate conditions.
Year-round heap leaching has been successful in northern
Ontario (winter ambient temperatures to minus-20°C) and
at elevations up to 12,000 ft. (3,660 m) in the western
United States. Continuing innovations in solution distribution techniques, combined with engineering practice based
on northern experience for control of reservoirs and piping
can be expected to provide long, if not year-round, leachtime availability for operations in cold-climate conditions.
At very high elevations, low atmospheric pressure and
consequent low partial pressure of oxygen may have an
effect on rate of gold-silver recovery by heap leaching.
Under otherwise optimum conditions (e.g. laboratory spinning-disc tests), rates of gold-silver dissolution are directly
proportional to oxygen partial pressure. In a heap leach,
however, conditions are very often not optimal and leaching
time requirements vary from days to months depending on
many factors. Low oxygen partial pressure may have an
effect but, for suitable heap-leach ores, the effect is most
generally minimal.
At 15,000 ft (4,600 m), oxygen partial pressure is about
half that at sea level. The corresponding equilibrium solubility is in the 4- to 6-mg 0 2/liter bracket for ambient temperatures in the 0-15 • C range. Thus, provided that the heap
has good permeability, thin films of leach solution on ore
particles will be oxygenated satisfactorily.
Deposits containing significant amounts of readily oxidizable materials such as reactive sulphides, organics (peat,
coal), etc. are generally not suitable for heap leaching due to
slow leaching rates and-or precipitation of dissolved gold
within the heap (i.e. "preg robbing"). Such constraints may
be marginally more significant at extremely high elevations,
but similar constraints apply to other aspects (e.g. labor
productivity, engine performance) of operations at extreme
elevations.
Results of exploratory column-leaching tests with-without
addition of hydrogen peroxide to leach solutions indicate no
significant difference in leaching rate. Although this result
was specific to a particular ore, it suggests that oxygen partial pressure is not necessarily rate controlling with suitably
leachable ore.•
I. Based on a paper presented at the Peruvian Mineral Processing Symposium, Tecsup 1989, Lima, Peru.
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Walter:
My "infon,'l2tl H comft,ent s on pl'.iss ible

1.r1..: 1d

if i.c ':ltic-,n:.; to the RFP tasks

to reflect less funding include:
1.

Most existing Maine re~1lati0ns 1 with the exception of
Sol id/Hazardous wast~ Re<;.r,1la tJor:b ( include pr:-ocess water
and reclamation in thjs category) are, in general,
somewhat cu111.1J.-:~r.~ome bi1t wot·kable for nonferrous metal
mining.
'The DE?. aJ.:r:~a.-:iy r1c1-.s Cht'.'J·J:c,;,n' s solid/hazardous
waste propose for cno ref0rence.

2.

The W&tlands Regulations 9~op0sed by NRCM and DEP are
not acceptabJ.,2; g·.ive::, t.t'.~•1."2 J~; ·:H) tl.:!}dbility or variance
for snine1-al (!e1)osi..t:.~ Yl)-~tJ_t:t1 lfP.l(it h:3 TfLLr:~d where foL1.nd.
Without flexibility, a mining proposal would be dead at
the start.

.

G:i.ve:n that. ·$1.00,(;0G L:, t1v, tr,<2:d.r:,1.;1·?, ,1v.~ila.ble funding, I
\..zou 1(1 di \.r ~ide t}1,~
l ·:3. t.r:~~/~·y· . .~~ ;J t c:q·cJ:r· j t~s~ in t.o tt1Yt~e grou1:Js
suc:l-1 as C)\J~; 'T CI-i.:½IJ(;t: 1 ~·-ff_::J~:C! r,:> t-_~rit-v";c;E:, f1nci LJor; t. '"f !\ti(ED ~r()
CHANGE.
An example is shown ln Table l.

'l

.;

r

1o1 0L1ld

tt1,S:rf r~ric:1~ci\:i4-.:~;. tl1i:=~ ~~5-:-s·~:

('.,.\'.t1ict'1 I

hc1v~ a1rea_c,_J.7

done in my example; and th~n direct the contractor to
complete his assig~ment within the specified available
funds giving close 3ttsnt~on tc: high priorities, down to
only brief r~views f01 ~ov yri~~l1-~ss. Solid/hazardous
-i:iva~;te 1:·2{;3~1 1Hu.s:t bf:: f-Ji't-'01·) 1~;_I~:1~,.1~st- ~pri.c)1~it~{ ~
VJetla.nds
to:1ot.1lcI k)e.. -tht-] r1e:x.t: l)t""
1, c~y;\s t.~·_:t~ c:c1nt:t·ac:t:or 1Jrog·resses
through tJ·1e h:~gh pt·i.o~~·j ·-,:y Jt,,:.n:,; U,f~ St.ate can determine
the contr,;;ctor ~-t2-.tu.s. find ·:,kd{e ~ dee is.ion to rc:-v iew the
l·

low priority items it~elf if fv~dlng is critical.
Mining ,,,;aste.s h~ve 1·•,ice .:l. /t,d i::,:.!. iv:, du..al attention under
the Res,:1urce Cons(c;r·•,;t.ti ·:'.>n ;Jr,d Re:co,/ery !"l.c:t (RCRA) since
its inception, in re~0gnilion oft
special characteristics that distingui3~ mining wastes from other solid
wastes.
0

that:

Mining wast~s 21a generated in much larger
volum~s than oth&r industrial wastes. Most
1 ~1 ·~·1''•'•''hr'1'
.,.,~,+
•. •r,-~~-.-"
~~' wa~te
(O'/"'.,...
99"-'b
ul<:'..-.. ,..,•
ct .t :,c.
, ,.,;,.
,·...>. ,,. <;;;_,\ ..L,..
, •• J .,.• ':J
J.
.
;;:,
· ""·'in rna:ny c.s:s!':1:<:;) :.:,:·<d not marketable product;
whereas wast~ is a small portion of raw
materials used in most industri8s.
consequ~ntly; cont:n:ils used for hazardous
•:.,;;;5•te~
;-,,::,;
...,1'bl'-"
or
V'I,._,_
-•- • .m?,\I
'·'! ;.,-...
.. t-c.hh·r··,.--1
~,.-..,, L.";•a __ 1~.J'" •1'rfc:.a
J}
...,
,~
,;;;;
econornica.lly 1mpract1caL.
0

~·.,:--.

..1.

L •
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Memo To: Walter Anderson
April 18, 1990

Mining wastes typically pose lower hazards
than other industrjal wastes.

~----= The
EPA.

contract:or shr:luld be directed to follow
c;uidelfr1e:-:; w.it_t-~ th·~ handling of rnine

waste. The ::,tc1te is qoi.n9 to have to early
on decide ho~ to treat rnine wastes!
6.

Flexibility needs to bg built i~to the system to handle
all the potential mining situations.

7.

DEP could do some of thG ~usy work such as getting
copies of state or fedetAl regulaticns to cut costs.

2

PRIORITY ONc-NEED T•O DO
SOLID/I-n\ZARDOUS WAS'l'E :R.Ec'.;t'Lh'l'.lONS JNCLUDING RECLA~.1'..TION i
POST CLOSURE & FINANCIAL J\S.SUP.1'\NC'ES
WETLA1-JDS

NOISE REGUL~T:CONS

AIR RECULATIONS
ESTHETIC REGUIA~IONS
REDUNDANT OR GENERIC PROJE~T REQUlRSMEN~S

STREAJ1 CT--1ASSI FIC,G.·rroNs

REZONING REGULATIONS

3

, ~ boliden resources inc.

\::,J 94 Hutchins Drive, Portland, ME 04102
(207) 772-39Q4
(20?) 772-4151 Fax

May 23, 1990

Mr. Walter A. Anderson, Director
Maine Geological Survey
State House S~ation 22
.A.1-1,:;ust:;, !•!~ 04333

Dear Walter:
In accordance with MRSA Title 12, Chapter 201-A, Subchapter IV,
Section 550, Boliden Resources Inc. would like to register our
intent to perform exploration activities in excess of $25,000
within the State of Maine this year. The following information
is provided as required:

If

Personal Contact:

Michael V. Scully
Project Geologist

Subsidiary:

Boliden Resources Inc.
94 Hutchins Drive
Portland, ME 04102

Parent Corporation:

Boliden Inc.
Three Landmark Square
Stamford, CT 06901

Work Location:

Aroostook County

:t0t1

e"'1c:r 11a..ve any qae.s·c!.-ons · ccncE:::Criir1sJ · Bcliden' s ext,l.vi·at:lun.

activities within th~ State, please feel free to contact me- in
Portland at 772-3994.
·
Very truly yours,

/ ~"
Michael V. Scully
Project Geologist
MVS/clk
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By Dean Rhodes
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PORT AGE::._ A Swedish exe<:utive
v,;hnse parent company wants to
mb,e approx.ima.tefy H ~illion worth
ofore near hete said Tuesday the
firm will start to invest $60 miilion in
the Bald Jlouni.ain p.-oject "the day
we have an agreement v.rith the
aine) authorities."
legal, environmental and
otW problems are.!fiOlved, Bolide,n
Internati - - . ·-.. . .
producg to Roof the
Canada Ltd.
____ aoo: . FJ!ii:abeth Arm-

- , deputy' confmiS&iciner of the

partment of Environment.al Protion, disagreed on a likely mining
ietable. _Arri1_sl.ro1ig said there
d be waler _problems. ""vfost of
thf ~urface water in the area is of
clhs A or double A standard," she

"We :.now n1-.1re about Maine than we have announced. We've been looking at.the ore situation in

,..... .
.
196 .,
.n-Jame f.mce t I.'

.

-- Roland Widmark: pre~ident, Bo!iden in Conoda lid.
said. "I'm not sure whether that
characteriz~s a problem or spells
more exJ)(:r:jve treatment."
If permi ,sion procedures go
smoothly, and barring protracted
public hearings, the mine could be in
production two years from now, Widmark said. ;)h,•,,;ing a year for approval and a year for construction.
··('onserv,_1tive!y, 18 months is
vobably the approval Umetable
\I c·re lookir,g at," said Armstrong.
"We've riiE-rn:,sed with Bulklen the
fdct that we do not have a compre~0ensive !~C:t of miniJ1g :egulations in
••';;ine tight now. Befol"I: we enter•,•c·-",·••--~,·c!
·•• -:.0
f ···~·t
q ~,t.1,
.,.. a.",;...,:i.. ;,,\1\,- .:..!.,...,-e
\'\1: e

'1...a1n
;

1

:;ome Lew irmmg rmes. \\e m-

formed Boliden we are putting to•
gether planf. to write new regulatory
proposals. I don't feel we will be entering an application for any mining
in Maine for at least six months. At
frat point, my guess is it would take
10 to 12 months to review environmental procedures and hold hear-•
ings. That wou.ld mean some 18
months before construction could
begin."
''The authorities in August.a have
the <timetable) answer," Widmark
said from Toronto. ''Ou:r goal is to be
in production as fast as possible," he
said.
Also to be resoh ed, Widmark said,
were qut'stions of p{lwer and logis-

yt
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I

tics, including the shipping and hanllling of ore at Searsport.
Bald Mountain has been t'. '.irnated
lo hold 36 million tons of orl containing copper and z.inc, with traces of
gold and silver.
"V,'e know the (mining) methods,''
Widmark said. "We've solved probJpms in Saudi Arabia and Spain.
'We've been mining in Sweden the
last 60 years."

The official said Bald Mountain
apparently contained "at least" $1
billion worth of ore. "I don't like to
use a figure as such," he added.
''The important thing is we feel we
can get the ore out at prices lower
than the market price."
Chevron Resources Co. and Boll•
den announced last month a preliminary agreement whereby Boliden
will acquire from Chevron the ore
deposit rights 12 miles west of Port.age. A sales-purchase agreement

t illi
to

be ready for signing
bv late September, Mickey Driver, a
chevron spokesman. said.
Widmark said a contemplated
open pit mine and its environs would
require a labor force of from 150 to
200 persons. "Add another 30 percent" for transport, food and other
workers," the spokesman said. "We
are prepared to educate them (the
work force) if necessary. we·n hire
local people as long as we can do

was expected

that."

The Bald Mountain acquisition is
Boliden 's biggest North American
project. Below a gold-rich go.5san
zone, the primary ore is located in
high- and low-grade copper and 1owgrade zinc zones. Boliden plans to
develop a 1.8 million metric tonsper-year open mine and concer,trator. During the first two years
production would be gold-bearing
gossan ore, Widmark said. Thereafter, the deeper sulphide zones

II

II!

would be mined for at least 15 ve.ars
''After the goid, we'll get to t:-;e real
mining part," said Widmark.
Bald Mountain's v:ealth was discovered by Bangor geologist Jc,hn
Cummings in Hm.
Great Northern P,,per Co. ov, ns
most of the Bald Mountain site.
Chevron had ne '.}tiated a 5-0-H:ar
lease to the area's mineral r1g~t1
bdore agreeing to sell the project to
Boliden, a member of Sweden's Trd·
leborg Group.
"We know more ab{m! Maine than
we have announced," said Widmark
"We've been loo\ing at the ore si!s.Ja·
hon in Maine since 1961.. We know the
types of ore they have in Maine.
We've invited Maine environmental
authorities to Sweden to study our
operations."
Chevron Resot:rccs said earlier ii
wanted to sell it.; interests in Bale
Mountain's mineral deposits IX'·
cause the operation was too srnali.

EXPLORATION ROUNDUP

discoveries al four locations in Western
Australia.•
Bollden International Mining has an-

nounced further details of the agreement with Chevron Resources Co. for
Boliden lo acquire the rights to Chevron's Bald Mountain base metal sulphide deposit in northern Maine
(E&MJ July 1989, page 26). It is now
anticipated that the final agreement
will be signed by the end of September.
Bald Mountain primarily contains
approximately 25 million ml copperand zinc-bearing sulphide ore and also
a capping of high grade silver and gold
ore. The investment cost for developing
the find is estimated at approximately
$58 million.
The start of development at Bald
Mountain is partly dependent on the
granting of the requisite permits by the
U.S. environmental authorities. The
mine will be a surface operation and
production is expected lo start during
the first six months of 1992 at earliest
and will continue for 15 yr.

After the mine is fully developed,
production is anticipated al around
20.000 ml/yr copper and 15,000 mt/yr
zinc. This will be a more than 30%
increase in Bolidcn's copper production. Most of the 3.5 mt gold and 60 mt
silver in the deposit can be mined during the first two years of production
which will mean a substantial reduction in the payback period for the project.

oz Pt. and $150/oz Pd. Al the fore~oing values. smelter revenue/st ore is
$39 at $6.85/lb Ni and $22 at $3.50/lb
Ni. All-in operating costs arc estimated to be $13.50/st. The preliminary. non-optimized. mine plan is predicated on an initial IO year mine life.
Extensive metallurgical tests, performed by a unit of Falconbridge Ltd.,
have shown recoveries of 80-85% of the
nickel, 95% of the copper, and 70% of
the platinum and palladium, plus significant byproduct credits from other
platinum group clements plus gold and
cobalt.
WG M envisions a large-scale openpit mine together with an associated
mill and on-site smelter producing a
high grade nickel-copper matte. The
on-site smelter will also serve the
smelting needs of other deposits within
the Kluane district. The operation is
expected lo produce 11,000 mt/don a
year-round basis. Resulting production
would total 11,000 mt/yr nickel,
11,000 mt/yr copper, over 37,000 oz/
yr platinum, and over 25,000 oz/yr
palladium.

All-North Resources Ltd.'s engineer,

Walts. Griffis and McQuat Ltd.
(WGM), has completed a preliminary
feasibility study of the Wellgrcen nickel-copper-platinum-palladium deposit
in the Yukon. The study indicates that
the Wcllgreen deposit is a commercially economic, large tonnage, polymetallic sulphide deposit. In addition, the
deposit contains byproduct metals including rare platinum group clements,
gold, and cobalt.
The prcfeasibilily study indicated
that the deposit would be economic
over a wide range of nickel prices,
using assumptions of$ I /lb Cu. $550/

ORE-CONTROL

_ tnd'6ld'd~ys, ~iners ·
oi1ld pan the soil with
1e 'aid of the creek's
ishing water,
searching for the
· arth's precious
etals. They would
sift away the dirt,
the pebbles and
often -their
dreams.

The Open-Pit Blasthole
Analysis and Management
System for Microcomputers
• User defined database structure
• Full interactive graphics with plotting of
blasts, rock types and assays

\f}rfr};~·lf;~. }/:: r

• Interpolation of grades by polygon or
geostatistical techniques

c~

-.

:)\\f:\:{/fm¥~i have changed. Technology gives man

J:Y;\ ':"the 1strength and knowledge to recover tr.easures

• Customized reports and schedules for
planning and reconciliation

:\·: '. './· 6fthe e~rth without disappointment.
In ·our own way, through the Wobbler~
Senninger Irrigation contributes to many
successful mining operations around the world.

• Compatible with PC-MINE, PC-XPLOR,
MINE-SURVEY and AutoCAD
• Cost effective and easy to use

It feels good to he a part of the future.
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BOLIDEN'S NEW-LOOK
INTERNATIONAL
EXPLORATION THRUST
COMPANY ESCHEWS GRASS-ROOTS
PROSPECTING TO FAST-TRACK
INTO INTERNATIONAL SCENE VIA
RESO.URCE-LEVEL ENTRY AND ACQUISITION
Robert J.M. Wyllie, Editor
The term "exploration'" instinctively carries the connotation
of grass-roots prospecting for totally unknown mineral
deposits. But how many discoveries are really "new"? It is

Los Frailes prosoect is only a few kilometers trom the Aznalcollar
open p,t and ,n the shadow of the waste rock dump.

22

chastening to think of the many mining districts of the world
where current producing mines are really only the contemporary heirs of a centuries- or even millennia-old tradition of
local mining. But explorationists and miners have always
been aware of this, and have paid particular attention to
areas with a record or evidence of past mine production, or
to targets that have formerly been prospected, and then
discarded or shelved for reasons that may no longer be valid.
Boliden International Mining has made such thinking one of
the cornerstones of its new prospecting and mine development philosophy.
Until recently, Boliden mainly confined its exploration
efforts to Sweden, but now it has cast its net wider in a major
international program of mine finding, acquisition, and
development. Boliden is now part of Sweden's Trelleborg
group, and no doubt the sparkling results achieved by Boliden·s domestic and foreign mining operations in the past two
years of booming metal prices have encouraged the parent
group- to fully back its subsidiary's international mining
ambitions.
Today Boliden has no grass-roots exploration- programs
whatsoever. This does not mean that it will never return to
such activities, but now the fastest. surest route to success in
the international field is seen to lie in another direction.
Boliden's method is to apply its deep knowledge of base
and precious metal mining to detect unrecognized potential
in and around known mining areas. It makes extensive use of
advanced geological modeling, and has developed new geophysical and geochemical techniques (such as EM3 and
Geogas) to look for deep, hitherto-undetected targets in
already well-explored terrain. Emphasis is placed on areas
near existing concentrators where the economics of new
deposits may be enhanced. The central concentrator concept
applied in Boliden's Skellefte field in northern Sweden
allowed the profitable development of many small deposits
that would not otherwise have been mined. This idea can be
exported. Where there is no existing mill. as soon as the first
deposit justifying a concentrator is proved, the economics of
many other nearby prospects will dramatically change.
The highlighting of hitherto-unrecognized potential in
previously prospected or mined areas is greatly assisted by
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Diamond drilling in olive groves

at Los Frailes. Four machines are drilling round the clock to establish the limits of this djscovery.

the close integration of the Boliden exploration department
with the Boliden central engineering department which provides services for the Swedish mines. Exploration staff are
close to the realities of production. Most have worked on
mines, and, unlike many "pure" explorationists, they have a
keen awareness of the economic definition of ore, an understanding of the minimum tonnage and grade required for a
target to be viable, an appreciation of potential mining and/
or metallurgical problems, and are willing to recognize and
drop weak projects quickly.

PREFERRED PROJECT CRITERIA
What are Boliden's criteria for entering mine development projects or acquiring existing operations? First, they
should be in base or precious metals. At home and abroad
Boliden concentrates on what it knows best. complex polymetallic sulphides and Archaean gold. The possibility of
creating a competitive cost structure must be apparent and
Boliden's particular skills must be "needed". The competition to secure the project must be reasonable as Boliden does
not wish to get into a bid war over projects where the level of
the initial outlays or tenders cripple subsequent profitability.
Today's high metal prices will not last forever, and projects
must be costed from the start so that they can survive in lean
years too.
Before all else Boliden is looking for projects where it can
enter at the level where a resource is already proved. It does
not want to engage in the earlier stages of exploration, and it
is quite prepared to enter later into a project with proved
reserves, or even an on-going operation.
Indeed, Boliden International Mining's first foreign mining venture was the purchase of the Greenex Black Angel
zinc-lead mine in Greenland (see article in E&MJ, February 1988). This operation was in danger of imminent closure
when Boliden took it over, rationalized operations, cut costs,
found a little more ore (but not as much as had been hoped
initially), and has been able to eke out operations to a final
closure date in early 1990. The huge rise in zinc prices since
Boliden bought the mine has made the Black Angel venture
extremely profitable. Although the company would not
claim credit for the happy circumstance of the record-high
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zinc prices, the Black Angel operation does demonstrate how
Boliden recognized a (modest) potential in what was apparently a dying mine and applied its special skills to turn
around the business for the remainder of its brief life-and
in this case reaped an additional windfall profit.

IBERIAN PYRITE BELT
For years Boliden explorationists have had their eyes on
the volcanogenic polymetallic sulphides of the Iberian pyrite
belt. In 1987 Boliden purchased the company Andaluza de
Pi rites (APIRSA) from Spain ·s Banco Central. Apirsa operated the 2 million mt/yr Aznalcollar open pit mine and
flotation concentrator recovering copper, lead, zinc, and
some silver and gold, plus pyrite. When Boliden made the
acquisition, the operation had run up very large losses and
ore reserves were only sufficient to last until 1992. The
purchase included several adjacent concessions that were
only partially investigated. In early 1988 Boliden started a
crash exploration program with the objective of locating
additional reserves within 25 mi of the concentrator.
Preliminary studies and geological modeling drew attention to two sulphide prospects, El Tintillo and Los Frailes,
the latter very close to the existing pit and mill. Geophysical
and geochemical surveys using Boliden methods such as
EM3 and Geogas were followed by drilling on the two prospects towards the end of 1988. Following Boliden practice,
ore-dressing tests were carried out at an early stage and as
the projects advanced, results were regularly assessed
against Boliden's economic reference models.
In March of this year results showed that priority should
be switched to Los Frailes. A month later, tonnage and
grade estimates were sufficient to justify a full investigation
including driving a 1.2-km long decline to 150 m depth for
test mining and bulk sampling-and eventual mine access.
When E&MJ visited the property in early May four diamond drills were working on large step-outs seeking the
limits of the ore zone. A detailed. updated report on this
property will be published later in E&MJ.
Boliden geologists, engineers, and managers are enthusiastic, optimistic, and indeed confident that they have an
important new mine in their sights. If all goes as hoped,
23

MAURITANIA

with reasonably familiar geology, purchase an ailing or
undeveloped property where Boliden expertise can create a
viable operation based on existing infrastructure, and gain
access to unrecognized or poorly investigated resource
potential.

SAUDI ARABIAN YELLOW GOLD

production could start from the Los Frailes underground
mine in 199 I. The ore will be treated in the existing Aznalcollar concentrator (where the flowsheet is being altered,
column cells introduced, and operations made more cost
effective and efficient). This ore will eventually replace the
feed from the Aznalcollar deposit as it nears exhaustion,
although extensions to this existing ore body have been
located.
The Apirsa purchase and subsequent developments is a
classic example of the Boliden approach. Identify a location
24

In Greenland and Spain, Boliden gained access to new
mining areas through purchase of existing operations. In
Saudi Arabia it inherited exploration concessions from the
former Granges International Mining. As a result of further
work on these concessions it has established an 8 million mt
gold ore body for an open pit mining project whose development is now underway.
The Sukhaybarat gold mine project is a good example of
the vexed question-at what point can a discovery be said to
actually occur'? Granges was initially looking for base
metals in the area. Ancient smelter artifacts and residues
were found in the area which indicated mining activity in the
past. Riofinex of the RTZ group, also exploring in the district recognized quartz veins carrying some gold mineralization, but no ore bodies. Subsequently local granites were
sampled and were found to contain gold.
This new detail completely changed the thinking on the
area and targets were reassessed. There appeared to be a
potential gold resource, but it needed much more defining.
Boliden took over the Granges concessions in 1983. The
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target area was now granodiorite intrusions in volcanic sediments. The gold-bearing quartz veins which had previously
been recognized could not provide enough tonnage for a
mining operation-but the disseminated gold in the granite
could. Boliden spent I 984 / I 985 blocking out a preliminary
ore reserve. With this completed it turned in 1985 to the
age-old Arabian imperative-looking for water. In I 986,
with all the preliminary field activities successfully completed, it shut down operations and started on the feasibility
study in Sweden.
Boliden is a 50% partner with the Saudi state minerals
organization Petromin in the Sukhaybarat project. In 1987
the feasibility study recommended that the project go ahead.
However, reorganization within the Saudi government ministries meant that a decision on their part was delayed until
the beginning of 1988. A mining lease has now been granted,
and in March 1989, the Saudi Company for Precious Metals
was formed by the joint partners. Work preparing the mine
site started in April and production is expected at the beginning of 1991. In addition to its 50% ownership of the project,
Boliden International Mining will also enter into a technical
assistance contract with the SCPM for an initial 5-yr period.
Sukhaybarat is in the stony desert of the central Saudi
Arabian shield about 700 km northeast of Jeddah, between
Medina and Riyadh, and about 30 km from the road linking
these cities. The ore reserves are 8.4 million mt grading 2.5
g/mt Au. Annual production from the open pit will be
600,000 to 800,000 mt with an annual recovery of 1,500 kg
gold. The final product from the agitation-leach, carbonin-pulp plant will be dore bullion grading 90% gold and 5%
silver.
The upper part of the deposit consists of weathered ore
which is of lower grade than the underlying deposit. It also
has clay in fissures which makes the pulp harder to clarify
and dewater. However, this material has a lower leaching
time than the primary ore and a higher production rate will
allow an equal rate of gold production despite the lower
grade.
This ore, which will be mined during the first two or three
years of the project, will also require more water for treatment. When seeking water supplies in the Saudi Arabian
desert, the question is not if it can be found, but where and at
what cost. Boliden has been water prospecting in a radius of
30 km around Sukhaybarat and has already secured most of
the supplies needed in replenishing aquifers below a large
wadi to the south of the mine.
The plant will employ three-stage crushing and rod and
ball milling. When processing the weathered ore, the intention is to split it into two streams. Fine material, which will
require special dewatering treatment, and coarse material
which can be dewatered in conventional thickeners. When
the primary unweathered ore is being mined it will be possible to reclaim more water from the circuit, reducing water
make-up requirements.
Boliden has provided preliminary investment to the new
company to allow development operations to proceed immediately. The total investment to be provided by the two partners to develop Sukhaybarat is around $45 million. The
development period will be two years which means the first
dore should be poured at Sukhaybarat in early 1991.
In accordance with the Boliden philosophy, Sukhaybarat
could be a pole of development for surrounding deposits that
otherwise might be uneconomic. The company has applied
for renewal of exploration licenses to maintain interesting
prospects in a radius of I 00 km around the new mine and
plant. If any of these were developed, ore could be hauled by
road to Sukhaybarat for processing.
Boliden has now several years experience working in Saudi Arabia. Apart from the Sukhaybarat project it also has
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had a technical assistance contract with the Saudi's Mahd
Adh Dhahab gold mine. Boliden also smelts Mahd's highgold copper concentrate in its Ronnskar smelter in Sweden.

FIRST FOOTSTEPS IN AFRICA
Boliden is now preparing to step into a totally new environment in Black Africa. Boliden International Mining has
signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the government of Burkina Faso (the landlocked West African state,
formerly known as Upper Volta) for the development of a
high-grade zinc deposit at Perkoa, 100 km west of the capital Ouagadougou.
The deposit was first located in the course of a United
Nations funded exploration program. It is a massive sulphide body, initially estimated to contain 4 to 5 million mt
grading over 18% Zn. It would be amenable to underground
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mining. Subsequent studies showed that the deposit extended to at least 500 min depth and that a high quality zinc
concentrate could be produced with metal recovery over
90%.
Perkoa fits in well with Boliden 's priorities for investment
and acquisition. Zinc is a Boliden metal. in fact it is the
company's main mine-product both in terms of tonnage and
value. 1n I 988 Boliden produced 230,000 mt zinc from its
wholly owned mines in Sweden and Greenland. Perkoa is not
a total unknown. A resource is alreadv established-the
entry level that Boliden prefers for new p~ojects. 1f the project went ahead and a concentrator was built at Perkoa, any
other resources discovered within a reasonable radius would
have their economic potential considerably enhanced.
Perkoa is only 30 km from the I, 145-km-long railroad
linking Ouagadougou to the capital port of Abidjan in the
Ivory Coast. Concentrate could be shipped out via this railroad, alternatively it could travel by road in large trucktrailers which could return up-country with supplies for the
mine.
Boliden first met with Bumigeb, the Burkina state company that owns the deposit, in late ! 988. A site inspection and
review of the known data confirmed that the project had
potential. but that more exploration was required. The
Memorandum of Understanding signed in April this year
opened the way for more detailed negotiations on ownership
structure, financing, and taxation. Further meetings are now
underway in mid-! 989, and if agreement is reached, work
could start on the project in the fall.
The first thing Boliden would do at Perkoa would be to
initiate a further exploration program with at least a year of
diamond drilling. This period would also be used to train
local personnel. and to accustom Boliden engineers to the
totally new working environment of Francophone West
Africa. The initial concept is of a mine and mill to produce
up to 130,000 mt/yr zinc concentrate. If all goes smoothly, a
mine and mill could be in operation at Perkoa by 1994/95.

NORTH AMERICA NOT NEGLECTED
What about today's "elephant country'' for mineral
exploration and development-Australia and North America. While Boliden International Mining has not been directly active in Australia. it has been busy in North America.
Its biggest North American project is the acquisition. just
announced, of the Bald Mountain gold and base metal
deposit from Chevron Resources Co. Bald Mountain. in
northern Maine, is estimated to contain at least 25 million
mt polymetallic and precious metal ore. Below a gold-rich
gossan zone, the primary ore is located in high-grade copper
and low-grade copper and low-grade zinc zones. Chevron
has owned this resource for several years. Low metal prices
put a brake on development in the early years after its discovery. Now Chevron. like many other oil companies. is
disengaging from ore minerals mining-except for energy
minerals and precious metals-and Boliden was the successful bidder for its disposal of Bald Mountain.
Boliden·s intention is to invest $60 million immediately,
subject to initial permitting permission, to start developing a
1.8 million mt/yr open pit mine and concentrator at Bald
Mountain. A conservative estimate of mine development
time is 3 yr. Providing all the permining procedure goes
smoothly and there are no protracted public hearings. the
mine could even be in production in 2 yr from now.
For the first 2 yr. production will be from the gold-bearing
gossan ore. Thereafter the deeper sulphide zones will be
mined for at least 15 yr. The metal content of the output will
vary considerably depending on the zones being mined. Boliden is confident that its experience in dealing with strict
Swedish environmental regulations-and regulators. and its
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Rexible and open management style. will equip it to achieve
a rapid and mutually satisfactory agreement with environmental authorities and other local interests in the United
States.
Apart from seeking majority or l 00% ownership of new
mineral projects in North America. Boliden has also secured
strategic minority positions in several ventures. Since 1985
Boliden has had an equity holding, now l 3%. in Frame Mining Corp. in Canada. Frame Mining controls Curragh
Resources which in turn owns and operates the Faro mine in
the Yukon Territory. The Faro open pit produces 5 million
mt/yr ore grading 4% Pb, 5.5% Zn. and 50 to 60 g/mt Ag.
Annual concentrate sales exceeded 500.000 mt in 1988.
Curragh also owns extensive. proven Pb-Zn-Ag ore reserves
on the Yangorda plateau in the Yukon and in the Cirque ore
bodies in northeastern British Columbia.
Boliden has also taken minority positions in producers in
other areas. To return to the Iberian pyrite belt, this time on
the Portuguese side of the border, it recently acquired I 0%
of Pirites Alentejanas S.A .• the Portuguese-government controlled pyrite producer. The mine is undergoing a major
expansion program, including the building of a new concentrator, to allow it to produce zinc. copper, and lead concentrates in future. The $65 million project is being engineered
by Boliden Contech, Boliden Allis and Trellex are supplying
equipment, Boliden Ore & Metals will market the metal
concentrates. and Boliden lntertrade will be responsible for
export sales of the pyrite concentrate. According to Hakan
Hermansson, president of the business sector for international mining and trading within the Trelleborg group, this
project is a fine example of how limited ownership can generate business opportunities for other members of thegroup.
One factor that has not driven Boliden's quest for an
international mining base, as it has that of its Nordic neighbor Outokumpu. is the desire to secure raw material sufficiency for its domestic smelting and metallurgical operations. Boliden's copper and lead smelters at Ronnskii.r are
virtually integrated downstream facilities for its very large
Aitik copper and Laisvall lead mines in northern Sweden.
For economic, geographical. and environmental reasons the
future of these smelters is largely tied to the continuing
production from domestic mines. Seeking foreign raw-material feed for these facilities is not a significant consideration
in Boliden 's international activities.
Where its metallurgical background does assist Boliden in
developing new projects is its familiarity with the market. It
is an experienced metal producer, marketer. and trader. Boliden. in short, has market knowledge and market musclequalities that are not always possessed by companies seeking
to bring new metal mines into production. When assessing a
project, Boliden has a keen awareness of the implications of
smelter terms. payment terms. and the possibilities of smelter credits and smelter penalties. and of their importance to
the overall profitability of the operation. It is an astute metal
trader. Boliden has. for example. sold gold forward for years
ahead at a significant multiple of today's prices.
Boliden International Mining, as a member of a group
which has companies or divisions offering services and products from financing and engineering through equipment
supplies and product purchases and trading, is in a position
to propose very comprehensive integrated packages for any
project. In less than 5 yr. with most of the activity concentrated in a much more recent period. it has used this multifaceted expertise to rapidly and effectively expand its mining base from Sweden out into the world at large. This is not
the instinctive definition of exploration. but if exploration is
defined by its objective. the finding and profitable development of mineral resources. then successful exploration it
certainly is.•
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